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ABSTRACT 

 

Strategy-as-practice (SAP) is a growing stream of research concerned with the doing of 

strategy: who does it, what they do, how they do, what they use, and with what effects. From 

this perspective, a number of important studies investigate practices of sensemaking, which 

represents “the making of sense” that organizational actors create about events and situations, 

enabling a shared sense of meaning around their social world. Sensemaking interlinks with 

discourses, which materialize the creation of meaning through speeches, presentations, 

documents, and texts. Likewise, individuals’ actions are constitutive elements of sensemaking 

since the creation of meaning is accomplished over actions and action reciprocally influence 

the constructed understandings of organizational actors. This research shed further light on this 

interplay of sensemaking, discourses and actions, as enacted by managers and employees 

working on a large Latin America oil and gas exploration and production company. This 

company represents a High Reliability Organization (HRO), as it operates in a risk context in 

an error free basis for a long period. I therefore contribute for the literature on extreme context, 

conducting a qualitative research in Safetyco, the pseudonym of a Business Unit from this 

company. Drawing upon an in-depth and exploratory case study, my main objective is to 

explore how managers and operational employees enact formal practices for safety on oil 

platforms through the interaction of sensemaking, discourse and action. This study results’ 

provide an empirical model that outlines a vicious and virtuous cycle in which shared senses of 

meaning on safety as management and safety as value are constantly (re) created by managers 

and operational employees, together with managerial discourses that are both instrumental and 

relational, as well as operational employees’ actions of compliance and resistance.   

 

Keywords: Strategy-as-practice, Sensemaking, Discourse, Action, High Reliability 

Organization. 

 
 

 

 

  



 

 

RESUMO 

 

A Estratégia como prática (SAP) é uma perspectiva crescente de pesquisa preocupada em fazer 

estratégia: quem o faz, o que faz, como o faz, o que usa e com que efeitos. A partir desta 

perspectiva, uma série de estudos importantes investiga as práticas de sensemaking, que 

representa "o fazer sentido" que os atores organizacionais criam sobre eventos e situações, 

possibilitando um senso compartilhado ao redor da forma de interpretar o mundo. O 

sensemaking (criação de sentido) se interliga aos discursos, que materializam a criação de 

sentido através de falas, apresentações, documentos e textos. Da mesma forma, as ações 

individuais são elementos constitutivos da criação de sentido, já que a criação de sentido é 

realizada por meio das ações e a ação influencia reciprocamente os entendimentos construídos 

dos atores organizacionais. Esta pesquisa esclarece ainda mais esta interação da criação de 

sentido, discursos e ações, a partir da análise realizada de gerentes e funcionários que trabalham 

em uma grande empresa de exploração e produção de petróleo e gás na América Latina. Esta 

empresa representa uma Organização de Alta Confiabilidade, pois opera em um contexto de 

risco em uma base livre de erros por um longo período. Contribuo, portanto, para a literatura 

sobre contexto extremo, conduzindo uma pesquisa qualitativa na Safetyco, pseudônimo de uma 

Unidade de Negócios desta empresa. Com base em um estudo de caso aprofundado e 

exploratório, meu principal objetivo é explorar como os gerentes e funcionários operacionais 

realizam colocam em ação as práticas formais de segurança em plataformas petrolíferas através 

da interação de sensemaking, discurso e ação. Os resultados deste estudo' fornecem um modelo 

empírico que delineia um ciclo vicioso e virtuoso no qual os sentidos compartilhados sobre 

segurança como gestão e segurança como valor são constantemente (re) criados por gerentes e 

funcionários operacionais, juntamente com discursos gerenciais que são tanto instrumentais 

quanto relacionais, bem como ações de conformidade e resistência dos funcionários 

operacionais.   

 

Palavras-chave: Estratégia como prática, Sensemaking, Discurso, Ação, Organização de Alta 

Confiabilidade. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The classical mainstream of strategy research concentrates on how members from the 

upper echelons team make episodic strategic choices to drive firm performance (e.g., Andrews, 

1971; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). However, in the mid-1990s and notably during the 2000s, 

scholars started to challenge this predominant view, highlighting strategy as an everyday social 

practice that is enacted by actors situated both outside and inside of the organizations, in 

multiple hierarchical levels (Jarzabkowski et al. 2007, Johnson, Melin & Whittington, 2003, 

Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009, Jarzabkowski, 2004, Whittington, 2006). Under the label of 

‘Strategy-as-practice” (SAP), this growing perspective is accordingly “a research topic that is 

concerned with the doing of strategy; who does it, what they do, how they do it, what they use, 

and what implications this has for shaping strategy” (Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009, p.69). 

Over the years, SAP research developed important insights in respect to sensemaking 

(e.g., Vaara and Whittington, 2012; Rouleau, Balogun, & Floyd, 2015), due to its “inherent 

socially constructed, collective, and discursive nature” (Balogun & Rouleau, 2017, p.114). 

Sensemaking represents the construction and reconstruction of interpretation, enabling peoples’ 

shared sense of meaning about their social world (e.g., Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Weick, 1995; 

Brown, 2000; Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005; Maitlis, 2005; Balogun et al., 2014). It is 

created through continuous interactions, conversation, spoken and written texts, as well as by 

actions from different organization actors (e.g., Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005; Maitlis, 

2005; Balogun & Johnson, 2005; Poesi, 2005; Balogun et al., 2014). Thus, sensemaking 

intertwine with discourses and actions enacted by practitioners who make strategy happen in 

their cognitive and social life. 

Sensemaking dynamics accentuates some of the limits of episodic strategic choices 

made by those members from the upper echelons team. This happens, for example, because 

middle managers interpretations nor rare diverge and thus shape the way they think and act 

about strategy, leading to intended as well as unintended outcomes (Balogun & Johnson, 2005).  

The focus of previous studies on sensemaking was mostly oriented to, first, how social 

actors cognitively create meaning about specific situations (e.g., Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991); 

and second, how strategic change triggers sensemaking. In both cases, there is a particular 

interest in top managers, middle managers, and their interface (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; 

Balogun & Rouleau, 2017). It may exist then opportunities for studies to explore how managers 

enact these sensemaking practices in their regular daily routines within their relationships with 

operational employees (OEs).  
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Exploring the role of sensemaking is particularly important for organizations that face 

risky activities in fragile environments in a daily basis, such as wars, terrorism, industrial 

pollution, industrial accidents or information leaks, since extreme contexts like these 

accentuates “Today’s political, economic, and ecological uncertainties” (Hallgren, Rouleau & 

de Rond, 2018, p.111).  

Such “Extreme Context Research” (ECR) gained relevance in recent years, not only due 

to the high cost of natural disasters, but also because of the rich insights extreme research 

provides in organizational prioritization, resilience and adaptation processes (Hallgren, Rouleau 

& de Rond, 2018).  

In this study, I am interested to investigate sensemaking in the context of oil platforms, 

which is “extreme”, as employees are constantly dealing with security concerns related to 

offshore installations, oil spills and, ultimately, their own injury or death. I accordingly believe 

that sensemaking about safety in the extreme context of oil platforms may have certain 

particularities and challenges that can represent opportunities for developing current research 

further. Therefore, I expect to contribute for the literature by exploring sensemaking and its 

interactions with discourses and actions, as (re) created by managers and operational employees 

when trying to make sense about and work with formal practices for safety on oil platforms. 

My research question henceforth is “how does managers and operational employees enact 

formal practices for safety on oil platforms through the interaction of sensemaking, discourse 

and action?” 

I applied a single case study in a Business Unit (BU) of a large oil and gas Latin 

American company, which I named here as Safetyco, to protect its confidentiality. The 

corporate company organized Safetyco as a BU in 2000. Since then, it has been responsible for 

the operation of 13 offshore oil platforms, located in deep and ultra-deep-water areas. Safetyco 

has accounted for approximately 50% of the earnings of the company by producing good quality 

oil for the internal market and for exportation. This means that the BU´s strategies have relied 

on its ability to manage production efficiency altogether with safe operations. 

I consider this is a suitable case for the purposes of my study, due to the following 

reasons. First, Safetyco is a leading oil and gas Latin American company, representative as one 

of the 100 largest companies listed in Forbes (2020). Second, the company performs its work 

facing the risks of oil offshore platforms in reliable operations for a long period, representing 

an example of a High Reliability Organization (HRO). Third, since 2017, the company top 

managers’ created a functional strategy with a number of formal practices for safety that 

managers and operational employees (OEs) should realize in their daily routines. The 
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interrelated dynamics around sensemaking, discourse and action consequently can shed light 

on the enactment of those formal practices by managers and OEs.       

I based my analysis on extensive primary data. It includes 137 PowerPoint presentations 

about accident analysis made by managers from 2017 to 2019, interviews with 10 managers 

and 10 operational employees, participant observations during six meetings for accident 

analysis, field notes as well as several informal conversations with employees situated in 

different hierarchical levels. From a theoretical perspective, my findings confirm the 

significance of sensemaking, discourses and actions to organizations, managers and employees 

operating in the risk context of oil platforms. My findings also demonstrate a complex 

sensemaking process around safety, emphasizing the who (managers and employees), what 

(creation of meaning), the reason why, how they reproduce (discourses) and with what effects 

(actions). These findings consequently allowed me to suggest an integrative model about the 

interactions of sensemaking, discourse and action of managers and employees working on oil 

platforms, with potential implications for practitioners and scholars. 

Although some studies highlight the link between sensemaking and its correlates (eg., 

Sackmann, 1991, Thomas, Clark & Gioia, 1993), the literature still lacks systematic 

examinations about this phenomenon (Weiser, 2020). Discussing the meanings and discourses 

attributed to managers, in addition to meanings and actions associated with OEs, sheds further 

light on sensemaking as an ongoing and dynamic process that occurs around organizational 

actors situated in multiple hierarchical levels (Laine & Vaara, 2007). Thus, by focusing on the 

day-to-day offshore activities conducted by actors as they interact, interpret, make sense and 

act on their experience, this study reveals how underlying meanings are produced and their 

consequences (Balogun & Johnson 2005, Laine & Vaara, 2007, Weiser, 2020). 

I organize this dissertation as follows. First, I outline my theoretical background on 

SAP, sensemaking as well as on its interactions with discourses and actions. I describe then the 

case study and subsequently explain all methods I used for collecting and analyzing data. 

Afterwards, I report my results, discussing them in the light of possible contributions for theory 

and for practice. I finally present my main conclusions, limitations, together with implications 

for future research. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

I explore in this chapter two main topics as important theoretical anchors of my research. 

First, the Strategy-as-Practice (SAP) perspective. Second, studies about sensemaking, 

particularly those connecting sensemaking with discourse and action. At the end, I consequently 

present a conceptual model that is the base for my study. I accordingly elucidate these aspects 

as follows.  

 
2.1 Strategy-as-Practice (SAP) research 

 

Vaara and Whittington (2012) attribute the origin of the practice perspective to 

Wittgenstein (1951) and Heidegger (1962), authors who emphasize individuals as community 

members, and so their language, reality and thought situates in the specific culture of a group. 

However, it was in the 1980s that we observed a “practice turn” in social sciences, which started 

to embrace contributions from practice perspectives developed by philosophers, sociologists, 

anthropologists, and other scholars, such as Michel Foucault, Pierre Bordieu, and Anthony 

Giddens (Vaara & Whittington, 2012). 

Social practices are the way through which knowledge and power for action develop, 

explaining how actors with their subjectivities act socially in the objective world. Practices are 

the structures implicit or underlying human actions, which generate these actions or are the 

foundations of these actions. They are often not conscious, but they shape social actions. The 

human actor is always connected to the objective context and to the practices in which he or 

she is immersed, and this impacts the way he or she acts (Vaara & Whittington, 2012, p. 288). 

This “practice turn” in social sciences was a response to a general dissatisfaction with 

the structures and prescriptive models undertaken by scientific research (Whittington, 2006), 

leading to a greater academic focus around actions and interactions of actors involved in 

organizational phenomena (Jarzabkowiski et al., 2007).   

 Reckwitz (2002, p. 249) defines practice as follows:  

 

routinized types of behaviour which consist of several elements, interconnected to one another: 
forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, “things” and their use, a background 
knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational 
knowledge.   
 

 This perspective of practice henceforth is interested in people's ability to intervene 

intentionally or unintentionally in how they enact their environment.   
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Studies from a practice theory integrate three fundamental themes. First, how shared 

conventions from the society, cultural rules, language or procedures influence human activity. 

Second, the difference between people's practices and activity “in practice”, not only related to 

what is done, but also how it is done, highlighting these two words placed in emphasis. Third, 

the actors who make everyday life happen with their skills and initiatives, as “artful interpreters 

of practices” (Whittington, 2006, p.615).  

This “practice turn” influenced management disciplines to develop more investigations 

exploring the connection between people’s actions and their social environment. Particularly 

classical studies about strategy were not oriented to such inter-relationships, so this field 

developed its own practical perspective, under the name of “strategy-as-practice” - SAP 

(Whittington, 2006). As a result, SAP research claims for “an emphasis on the detailed 

processes and practices which constitute the day-to-day activities of organizational life and 

which relate to strategic outcomes” (Johnson et al., 2003, p. 3).  

Vaara and Whittington (2012) discuss about “strategizing” as a term that broadly 

addresses the activities agents do in their day-to-day situations for the creation of organizational 

strategies. This includes the work of implementing deliberate strategies and all other activities 

that affect both this process and their results, possibly leading to emerging strategies either 

consciously or not (Vaara & Whittington, 2012). This implies that SAP research seeks to 

understand “the doing of strategy: who does it, what they do, how they do it, what they use and 

what implications this has for shaping strategy” (Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009, p. 1). From this 

perspective, “strategy is conceptualized as a situated, socially accomplished activity, while 

strategizing comprises those actions, interactions and negotiations of multiple actors and the 

situated practices that they draw upon in accomplishing that activity” (Jarzabkowski et al. 2007, 

pp. 7-8). SAP bring so human actors, their actions and interactions to the centre stage of strategy 

research (Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009).  

The interconnection around practitioners, practices and praxis represent the conceptual 

model for research on SAP, as illustrated in Figure 1. Practitioners are those who construct the 

practice of strategy; practices are the physical, symbolic, cognitive or social elements 

practitioners use to enact strategy; and praxis are the strategic flows of activity that balance 

multiple level forces around stability and change (Jarzabkowski, 2005, Jarzabkowski et al., 

2007, Johnson et al., 2003, Whittington, 2006).  
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Figure 1 – Conceptual model for research on Strategy-as-Practice 

 

Source: Jarzabkowski et al., 2007. 
 

Practitioners are often those unheroic and ordinary individuals hose unromantic day-to-

day routines represent the social reality of strategy, doing the work of making, shaping and 

executing strategies (Whittington, 1996, 2006). Conversely, praxis describes human actions as 

a whole (Reckwitz, 2002), a wider domain that embraces the “routine and non-routine, the 

formal and the informal, activities at the corporate centre and activities at the organizational 

periphery” (Whittington, 2006, p. 619). This flow of activities embodies the sheer labour of 

strategy, situated in “meetings, talking, calculating, form-filling and presenting through which 

strategy gest made” (Jarzabkowski & Whittington, 2008, p. 101). Practices, in turn, relate to 

what constitutes doing, incorporating the practitioners’ situated and person-specific knowledge 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2007).  

Clearly, these definitions are diverse in terms of the relation between practice and 

interactions. They are also broad by associating practices to activities, being “hard to separate 

one particular ‘practice’ from the interwoven fabric of practices" (Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009, 

p. 81). 

After this clarification on SAP research and its main concepts, I position this study as 

dedicated to investigate the interplay around sensemaking, discourse and action, as situated in 

a specific set of social activities used in the work of strategy (Balogun & Rouleau, 2017). These 

activities are enacted by practitioners to “provide shared understandings on how to do 
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strategies”, so they are “ways of doing strategy” (Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009, p. 82). The next 

sessions henceforth explore more deeply the notion of sensemaking, as well as its connections 

to discourse and action. 

 
2.2 Sensemaking  

 

My starting point for a clarification about sensemaking is addressing its origins and 

conceptualization. That is why I structured this session considering the review made by Maitlis 

and Christianson (2014), which organize the literature on how sensemaking is accomplished 

into three sub-themes: how it is triggered; how meaning is created and; the role of action.  I 

have also dedicated some of this session to elaborate more on the relationship between 

sensemaking and discourse, at one hand, as well as around sensemaking and action, on the other 

hand. 

Karl Weick is one of the pioneers of studies dedicated to investigating the phenomenon 

of sensemaking. His awareness about sensemaking began in October 1961, when the American 

medical community engaged in a social construction of meaning about non-reported cases of 

child abuse, creating a term named “battered child syndrome”. Weick believe these events in 

health care organizations represented a typical process of creating a frame of understanding that 

characterizes sensemaking. According to him, sensemaking happens through an ongoing flow 

of situations where some people (i.e., health specialists) retrospectively notice unexpected and 

ambiguous issues, and then begin to speculate about plausible explanations for those issues 

(Weick, 1995).    

The literature about sensemaking in organizations had important developments from the 

1960s until our contemporary period. In the late 1960s, scholars started to demonstrate an 

interest on how organizational actors interact and create this shared sense of meaning, so they 

introduced empirical investigations about sensemaking into the field of organization studies. 

There was an extension in sensemaking studies towards on how social actors cognitively create 

meaning from their violated expectations, during the 1970s and 1980s. This extension also 

incorporated discussions concerning why some ideas receive more attention in the organization 

than others, how social actors notice and interpret environmental stimuli, as well as what are 

the consequences of sensemaking for peoples’ actions and mental templates (Maitlis & 

Christianson, 2014). An important mark for this literature in the 1990s was the launch of 

Weick’s seminal book, “Sensemaking in Organizations”, in which he presents a review of the 

literature and a guide for practitioners’ better understanding about sensemaking.  In this period, 
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research drew mostly on case studies of sensemaking during and after crisis events. Finally, 

from 2000 on, research evolved to accommodate linkages around sensemaking to language, 

narrative and discursive practices (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). 

Different conceptualizations of sensemaking emerged from this literature after more 

than fifty years of accumulated knowledge. Weick (1995, p. 4) initially adopted a simple 

argument that sensemaking is “The making of sense”, analyzing how people “construct what 

they construct, why, and with effects”. He explains sensemaking as a process or activity, 

comparing it to the nature of a discovery, instead of an invention. By doing so, Weick 

differentiates it from interpretation, since “sensemaking is about the ways people generate what 

they interpret” (Weick, 1995, pp.13-14). Therefore, he characterizes sensemaking as a process 

that is “(i) grounded in identity construction, (ii) retrospective, (iii) enactive of sensible 

environments, (iv) social, (v) ongoing, (vi) focused on and by extracted cues, (vii) driven by 

plausibility rather than accuracy” (Weick, 1995, p.17).  

Louis (1980) additionally positions sensemaking as an ongoing sequence of recurring 

events that begins with the search for explanations and interpretations of discrepancies between 

people´s predictions and their experience. Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991, p.442) state that 

sensemaking is a “meaningful frame for understanding” that organizational actors construct and 

reconstruct while dealing with change. Similar to Louis (1980), Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991) 

consequently analyze sensemaking through a cognitive lens, associating it, for example, to 

discrepant understandings one organizational newcomer or a new CEO could experience. 

Most definitions and perspectives developed by multiple scholars on sensemaking 

apparently converge around three recurrent views. The first sees sensemaking as an ongoing 

and retrospective social process. According to this view, sensemaking represents peoples’ 

construction and reconstruction of interpretation and meaning. It begins with people gathering 

cues about situations or environments. Afterwards, these people rationalize about these cues 

through the production of new intersubjective interpretations, or through the “activation” of 

existing interpretations. This in turn finally enables a production of peoples’ shared meaning 

about their social world (e.g., Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Weick, 1995; Brown, 2000; Weick, 

Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005; Maitlis, 2005; Balogun et al., 2014).  

The second perspective understands sensemaking as a “discursive process” (Gephart, 

1993, p.1485). Sensemaking is here conceived as constructed through interactions, 

conversation, and actions amongst organization actors (e.g., Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005; 

Maitlis, 2005; Balogun & Johnson, 2005; Poesi, 2005; Balogun et al., 2014). It reveals then 

through words in written or spoken texts, which materialize socially constructed meanings 
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(Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005) or even “descriptions of the world” (Brown, 2000, p.46). 

For instance, Balogun and Johnson (2004, p. 524) define sensemaking itself as a 

“conversational and narrative process”. These authors gave examples of a variety of 

communication genres through which sensemaking could occur, like gossips, conversations, 

stories and rumors (Balogun & Johnson, 2005). Thus, this discursive view promotes a “socio-

constructionist turn” on sensemaking research by focusing on “detailed, situated and concrete 

practices and interactions” (Poesi, 2005, p.170).  

The third recurrent and final theme is concerned with what triggers sensemaking. This 

stream of research generally associates sensemaking to change strategies and to events that 

cause discrepancies between expectations and reality. In this sense, Gioia and Chittipeddi 

(1991) associate sensemaking to change initiatives, investigating a top-down strategy effort that 

took place after an executive succession faced by one university. This study demonstrates that 

when individuals face change, they have to deal with a discrepancy between their expectations 

and the new situation, a reality that fosters the development of new understandings (Gioia & 

Chittipeddi, 1991). Broadly speaking, Weick, Sutcliffe and Obstfeld (2005) associate the start 

of sensemaking processes to the occurrence of peoples’ perception of the world that are 

different from their expectations, consequently requiring a shift from their original perception. 

Maitlis and Christianson (2014, p. 67) henceforth summarize these understandings by 

explaining sensemaking as “violated expectations, that involves attending to and bracketing 

cues in the environment”, causing people to question themselves about how they will act next. 

Considering these three different views, I choose to investigate sensemaking under the 

social and discursive perspectives. I consequently will discuss in more details these perspectives 

next. 

 
2.3 Sensemaking and discourse 

 

Discourses are key aspects influencing strategizing processes in organizations. To 

illustrate this, Maitlis and Lawrence (2003) explored the role played by discourses to the social 

construction of an artistic strategy in a symphony orchestra. Their results reveal organizational 

strategizing as derived from an interplay of how people talk and write about strategy, which 

provides a basis for strategic actions (Maitlis & Lawrence, 2003).   

Many scholars associate sensemaking to the use of discourses as part of a social reality 

(Vaara et al., 2004). These scholars usually understand the constitution of an environment 

happening through conversation and interactions, which generates an agreed-upon “text-world” 
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that enables a consistent and collective action for organizational actors (i.e., Taylor and Van 

Every, 2000).  Discourses here act as guides for people´s sense of social reality, transforming 

it from subjective to their very own tangible reality (Nicholson & Anderson, 2005). 

Accordingly, language helps to “construct organizational reality through texts that are 

produced, consumed and, disseminated by individuals” (Sonenshein, 2006, pp. 1159-1160). As 

mentions Weick, Sutcliffe and Obstfeld (2005, p.409), “sensemaking is, importantly, an issue 

of language, talk, and communication. Situations, organizations, and environments are talked 

into existence.” Hence, organizational actors make use of discourses as a resource to construct 

intersubjective meanings in organizations (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014) and therefore its 

“performative power is central to sensemaking” (Balogun & Rouleau, 2017, p. 113). 

I chose here to use the same definition of discourse proposed by Watson (1994, p. 113): 

“discourse is a set of statements, concepts, terms and expressions which constitutes a way of 

talking or writing about a particular issue, thus framing the way people understand and act with 

respect to that issue”. From a sociological perspective, this means that discourses represent 

“specific ways of speaking and constructing social reality” (Vaara et. al., 2004, p.4). Likewise, 

discourses materialize in text and talk, through “meetings, memos, informal conversations, 

gossip, jokes and stories” (Maitlis & Lawrence, 2003, p. 112), which produce documents, 

presentations, and speeches. Organizational actors henceforth demonstrate a discursive ability 

when they are able to construct and engage in convincing accounts of their world (Maitlis & 

Lawrence, 2007).  

Previous research brought a closer focus on how multiple actors use discourses for 

making sense of or giving sense to specific organizational realities. For example, organizational 

actors may use discourses to enable strategic change in a global non-governmental organization 

- NGO (Hardy, Palmer & Phillips, 2000). From an interorganizational perspective, discourses 

could also represent means to influence the way multiple stakeholders (re) interpreted and make 

sense about alliances as a legitimate strategy (Vaara et al., 2004). Discourses additionally helps 

understand dialectical battles between competing groups of managers in a dispute for identity 

and control during a top-down organizational change (Laine & Vaara, 2007). 

The influential nature of language in sensemaking is essential for generating peoples’ 

support and acceptance about what is new. Nicholson and Anderson (2005) demonstrate this, 

analyzing how entrepreneurial discourses situated in newspapers changed from 1989 to 2000. 

According to them, the collective meanings people gave over this period concerning 

socioeconomic, political, and cultural aspects influenced newspapers’ use of myths and 

metaphors as discursive practices to write about entrepreneurship (Nicholson & Anderson, 
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2005). In a complementary way, Cornelissen, Clarke, and Cienki (2012) have focused on the 

use of language, associated to gestures, as a resource that entrepreneurs use for helping investors 

and employees make sense about the predictability of new ventures, particularly in contexts of 

high uncertainty. By evoking cultural and institutional frames of legitimacy related to new 

ventures as well as existing industries, entrepreneurs can provide a convincing rationale that 

shapes peoples’ interpretations and engenders their support (Cornelissen, Clarke, & Cienki, 

2012).  

Therefore, studying discourse is fundamental to explore triggers and correlates to 

sensemaking. That is why I am particularly interested in shedding additional light into the 

relationship between discourses and sensemaking. At the same time, my interest relies on the 

role of action in sensemaking, an aspect that I elaborate in more details below.   

 
2.4 Sensemaking and action 

 

Weick (1995, p.13) emphasized that “the concept of sensemaking highlights the action”, 

arguing this would be the crucial difference between sensemaking and interpretation, which 

solely describes something. In fact, many scholars support the idea that information seeking, 

perceived cues, attribution of meaning, interpretation and the resulting actions are all interlinked 

parts of sensemaking (eg., Sackmann, 1991, Thomas, Clark, & Gioia, 1993).  

Empirical studies dealing with sensemaking have explored this recursive relationship 

between cognition and action. For instance, Thomas, Clark and Gioia (1993) empirically 

investigate the relationships among top manager´s information gathering, interpretation, action 

and organizational performance using data from 156 hospitals and conclude that there are 

demonstrable links among these aspects. Orton (2000) also shown that redesigning 

organizations require different assumptions from the ones developed by traditional studies on 

organization design. He discussed about the influence of sensemaking for the organizational 

enactment of the environment, since “organization members are constantly translating pieces 

of the environment into the organization and injecting organizational actions into the 

environment” (Orton, 2000, p.231). Weick and Sutcliffe (2003, p.74) additionally have taken 

the engagement of the Bristol Royal Infirmary (UK) in a poor performance pediatric surgery 

program, to show “how small actions can enact a social structure that keeps the organization in 

cycles of behavior that preclude improvement”. They identified that surgeons’ actions shape 

their interpretations and their process for constructing reality. This, in turn, legitimated their 
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actions, as they developed acceptable justifications for high mortality rates, based in adverse 

events (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2003). 

This interplay is even more evident for the role of “substantive” actions on sensemaking, 

as related to strategic change initiatives. “Substantive actions” are actions that affect 

significantly either organizational structures, practices or processes (Weiser, 2020). This can 

happen by means of three interconnected elements. First, organizational members display an 

“intellectual sensemaking” as a response to the top management team´s discourses. Second, 

“substantive actions” of members from the top management team contribute for organizational 

members’ “substantive sensemaking”. Third, an “experiential sensemaking” evolves through 

organizational members´ practical experiences during the change process (Weiser, 2020).    

A related stream of research has studied sensemaking and enactment related to crises, 

revealing the complications of this theme. On the one hand, dangerous situations demand 

gathering information for understanding and for taking actions. On the other hand, these 

situations require rapid actions regardless the lack of sufficient information (Maitlis & 

Christianson, 2014). The information scan aspect for this context is denominated by Weick 

(1988, p. 305) as “the adequacy of the sensemaking process directed at a crisis”. 

“Organizational factors such as loose coupling, diverse goals, and distributed cognition can 

impede efforts to make credible sense of the unexpected” (Weick, 2010, p. 540). Enactment 

then is more difficult and unpredictable. Actions during this context promote its understanding 

whereas in turn impact back the situation itself: 

 

To sort out a crisis as it unfolds often requires action which simultaneously generates the raw 
material that is used for sensemaking and affects the unfolding crisis itself. There is a delicate 
tradeoff between dangerous action which produces understanding and safe inaction which 
produces confusion. Weick (1988, p. 305) 
 

A gas leak incident on December 3, 1984, at the Union Carbide India Limited (UCIL) 

pesticide plant in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India, caused the death of more than two thousand 

people. Studies analyzing this disaster exemplify how interdependent human, organizational 

and technological factors can determine the occurrence of an accident that unfolds a crisis. Lack 

of training and information regarding the safety on the plant represented two of the human 

causes involved; low priority of the plant for the company and mistakes in the plant set up were 

some of the organizational causes; together with manual control systems and the malfunctioning 

of valves, representing examples of technological causes (Shrivastava, 1987). These conditions 
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consequently obscured the enacted sensemaking process associated to the close interconnection 

between cognition and action, which could had prevent the disaster (Weick, 2010). 

These studies and empirical research henceforth suggest that enactment is “the 

reciprocal influence between action and the environment during sensemaking” (Maitlis & 

Lawrence, 2003, p.84), involving “both a process, enactment, and a product, an enacted 

environment” (Weick, 1988, p.307). Thus, actions result from these senses created as well as 

generate stimuli for the creation of new senses. 

 
2.5 Sensemaking dynamics in a High Reliability Organization  

 

Based on this theoretical background, I developed a conceptual model to explore how 

sensemaking, discourses and actions are interconnected elements in the context of a High 

Reliability Organization (HRO). These organizations operate in an extreme context, 

characterized as (Hannah et al., 2009, p. 898): 

 

an environment where one or more extreme events are occurring or are likely to occur that may 
exceed the organization's capacity to prevent and result in an extensive and intolerable 
magnitude of physical, psychological, or material consequences to - or in close physical or 
psycho-social proximity to -organization members. 
  

While there are different categories for extreme contexts, my research is particularly 

interested in risky contexts, distinguished by organizations whose routines and processes face 

potential exposure to extreme events that could significantly disrupt operations and pose a 

danger to a larger population. Hazardous organizations operate under risky contexts and are 

recognized as “High Reliability Organizations” (HRO), when they perform activities in an error 

free basis for very long periods of time (Roberts, 1990). HRO represents “complex adaptive 

systems that combine orderly processes of cognition with variations in routine activities in order 

to sense and manage complex ill-structured contingency” (Weick et al, 1999, p. 61). Thus, 

under an extreme context, organizations develop and implement routines for daily operations 

that aim at preventing or preparing for possible events with significant consequences for its 

members, for other groups or for their surrounding communities (Hallgren, Rouleau & de Rond, 

2018).  

I believe that studying this context can be fruitful to explore sensemaking dynamics 

collectively created and reproduced by actors in high reliability organizations. Therefore, I 

follow the notion that “we can all get better at managing the unexpected if we pay more attention 

to those who have no choice but to do it well” (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001, p.4). 
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I consequently illustrate my conceptual model in Figure 2. This representation outlines 

how organizational actors create and/or reproduce sensemaking together with their discourses 

and actions. These elements happen as a response to formal practices for safety and influence 

these practices. Such dynamics situates itself then under a broader context of a High Reliability 

Organization (HRO). 

 

Figure 2 – Theoretical integrative model. 

 

Source: Author 
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3 METHOD  

 

I present in this chapter my research method as "the path of thought and practice in 

addressing reality" (Minayo, Deslandes, & Gomes, 2015, p. 16). I choose to employ a 

qualitative nature of analysis to investigate how managers and operational employees working 

at offshore oil platforms enact formal practices for safety through their sensemaking, discourses 

and action. Therefore, I believe that qualitative research is suitable for the purposes of my study, 

since:  

 

is concerned, in the social sciences, with a level of reality that cannot be quantified. In other 
words, it works with the universe of meanings, motivations, aspirations, beliefs, values and 
attitudes, which corresponds to a deeper level of relationships, processes and phenomena that 
cannot be reduced to the operationalization of variables. (Minayo et al., 2015, p. 22) 

 

Using a qualitative approach accounts for the existence of peoples’ multiple realities 

and understandings about specific events. It allows me then to explore points of view of 

different organizational actors that are part of a social reality. Altogether, the qualitative method 

can promote a research that is open to other analysis, “critique, replication, repetition, and/or 

adaptation” (Vaismoradi, Turunen & Bondas, 2013, p. 398). 

I conducted an in-depth and exploratory single case study, with a unit of analysis 

consisting of the interaction between sensemaking, discourse and action. Sensemaking will be 

associated here with a shared sense of meaning created by managers and operational employees 

about formal practices for safety at offshore oil platforms. Discourses mostly connects with a 

managers’ maneuver to influence employees’ commitment with the formal practices for safety, 

through talks, texts and conversations. Actions finally represent operational employees’ 

responses and stimuli for their own sensemaking, managerial discourses and all expected safety 

practices.  

Eisenhardt (1989) defines the case study method as a research strategy that focuses on 

understanding dynamics happening in a particular environment. She argues that case study 

research can provide a description about some phenomenon, test a theory, or even create a new 

theory. Thus, my intent here is to provide a detailed description about safety at offshore oil 

platforms as a phenomenon that relies in managers and operational employees interflow of 

sensemaking, discourse and action.   

I chose the particular research site of Safetyco for several reasons. First, the company is 

one of the 100 largest companies of the world and a leading international oil and gas corporation 
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(Forbes, 2020). Second, Safetyco is a HRO that operates a large number of oil platforms in the 

extreme and risky environment of deep-water offshore areas, without hazardous consequences 

for long periods. The challenging operational environment associated with the satisfactory 

results on safety is particularly suitable for my study, which aims at shedding light on practices 

of managers and operational employees underlying safety in oil offshore platforms. Finally, I 

have a well-established relationship with managers working at Safetyco, which allowed me to 

negotiate and have a privileged access to high quality primary data. 

Managers and operational employees represent the two groups of organizational actors 

investigated in this study. I considered “managers” not only all those people working with this 

job title, but also coordinators and offshore leaders. These three functional roles share the 

responsibility for an entire oil field (which I call oil asset, as the company does as well), for the 

maintenance of platforms, or for the operation of platforms. Conversely, operational employees 

are those people who work in shifts at oil platforms in a regular basis. I carefully chose all 

participants to include both managers and employees that directly influenced safety at oil 

production platforms and that had worked under the implementation of this safety strategy for 

at least two years. 

To fulfill the objectives of my study, I trace back discourses employed by managers in 

weekly meetings with operational employees over the course of two years and eight months, 

from January 2017 to August 2019. Throughout these meetings, managers usually presented 

safety indicators and discussed with employees about events that happened in the previous week 

that could represent a factual or potential risk to the safety of people working at oil platforms. 

These meetings were accordingly a suitable occasion for managers to communicate the possible 

causes of the events, the responsibilities of those people involved, and what they should do to 

avoid these events happening again. My primary data therefore consists of 137 PowerPoint files 

used by these managers during the meetings, as I illustrate using a sample slide, in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3 – PowerPoint slide used in weekly meetings for accident analysis. 

 

Source: Company internal document 
 

I also conducted informal conversations and in-depth interviews in different moments 

during this period with managers responsible for oil offshore platforms, as well as with 

operational employees. In total, I had 20 interviews, with 10 managers and 10 employees, all 

of them related to the offshore work. I present in Table 1 more information about these 

interviewees.  

 

Table 1 – Organizational roles of informants. 

Interviews Job Title Total number 

Managers 

Oil asset managers: 2 

10 Operations managers: 4 

Maintenance managers:4 

Operational Employees 
Maintenance employees: 4 

10 
Operations employees: 6 

Source: Author. 
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I carried out some of my interviews face-to-face, but had afterwards to do most part of 

them by videoconference or by phone, due to the social distancing imposed by the COVID-19. 

My interviews were in depth and involved broad questions concerning the participants’ 

interpretations about the formal practices for safety. In consonance with my theoretical 

background, I also made some questions about how people react to the PowerPoint 

presentations and managerial discourses, in order to identify the senses created as well as 

employees´ resulting actions. I recorded and transcribed all interviews, which lasted on average 

about 60 minutes each. 

I have worked for Safetyco until September 2019 and negotiated participation in 

meetings even after this period. Consequently, I additionally performed participant observation 

at six weekly meetings where managers analyzed safety indicators and oriented the analysis 

about accidents and safety behaviors at oil platforms. “The participant observation technique is 

carried out through the direct contact of the researcher with the observed phenomenon to obtain 

information about the reality of social actors in their own contexts” (Minayo, Deslandes, & 

Gomes, 2015, p. 59). This method enabled then data gathering from direct observation of the 

reality studied, providing access to situations or events that would not be possible through 

interviews.  

While participating in these meetings, I made clear to all the people involved that my 

role was solely restricted to the field study and that I would distance myself from participating 

in the discussions placed in the meeting. This was possible, because safety processes and safety 

strategies were not related to my job description at that time, and I was not used to participate 

on those meetings. I elaborated detailed field notes from these meetings, with a particular 

attention to the discourses, interpretations and meanings developed by those people involved. 

At Table 2, I summarize the methodology of my research. I do this clarifying my units 

of analysis and some criteria for observation during data collection. I consequently based these 

Criteria for Observation in my theoretical background. 
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Table 2 – Methodology summary. 

Unit of 
analysis 

Conceptual Criteria for Observation  Data collection 

Sensemaking 
of managers 
and 
operational 
employees 

An ongoing social process that represents 
peoples’ construction and reconstruction of 
interpretation and meaning, happening through 
interactions, conversation, and actions 
amongst organization actors (e.g., Gioia & 
Chittipeddi, 1991; Weick, 1995; Weick, 
Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005) 

20 semi-structured interviews 
(about 1-hour each, recorded and 
transcribed); field notes from 
participant and non-participant 
observation 

Managerial 
Discourses 

Set of statements, concepts, terms and 
expressions which constitutes a way of talking 
or writing about a particular issue, thus 
framing the way people understand and act 
with respect to that issue” (Watson, 1994, p. 
113) 

137 PowerPoint files, 20 semi-
structured interviews (about 1-
hour each, tapped and 
transcribed) and field notes from 
participant and non-participant 
observation 

Actions of 
employees 

Actions that influence the environment and are 
influenced by it (Maitlis & Lawrence, 2003), 
involving “both a process, enactment, and a 
product, an enacted environment” (Weick, 
1988, p.307). 

20 semi-structured interviews 
(about 1-hour each, tapped and 
transcribed) and field notes from 
participant and non-participant 
observation 

Source: Author. 
 

 

To analyze this data, I proceeded with an inductive approach (Gioia & Chittipeddi 1991; 

Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013). My analytical process was consequently iterative and 

overlapped with data collection, leading to the development of gradually refined inferences of 

novel theoretical mechanisms. Thus, I worked making inductions from data, “deriving 

concepts, their properties, and dimensions” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p.22). The process of 

interview overlapping with data analysis allowed me to validate the coding with interviewees 

themselves, by adding questions about their opinion of the first-order categories that I have 

identified.  

I started with open coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) by reading my field notes, the 

PowerPoint presentations and interview transcripts to identify concepts of the discourses 

employed by managers. I also used open coding from my filed notes as well as the transcripts 

of interviews with managers and employees, to identify concepts related to their shared senses 

of meaning and actions around the formal practices for safety. My initial coding was very 

detailed and spread, as I wrote several memos during the analytical process to open up the data 

and to develop theoretical insights. This resulted in a large number of concepts developed in 

each of these subthemes. During almost all the analytical process, I used the software NVivo 

by QSR International, to code progressively my data. 
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Over time, I compared my emerging categories of analysis with concepts from my 

theoretical background. This allowed me to better represent the phenomena around 

sensemaking, discourses and actions, by gradually adjusting and refining my coding (Paroutis 

& Pettigrew, 2007). Hence, I paid particular attention to the identification of sensemaking-

related thoughts or ideas, analyzing managers and employees’ words spoken during the 

interviews, through which they materialize their meaning about the safety program (Weick, 

Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005). 

As a result, I identified three different categories representing my first-order level of 

analysis. First, a set of shared senses of meaning created by operational employees (OE) and 

managers when dealing with the formal practices for safety. Second, the group of discourses 

employed by managers during their social interactions with OEs. Third, expected and non-

expected actions accomplished by operational employees concerning safety. I subsequently 

grouped those first-order categories into more-abstract theoretical dimensions. In order to 

provide reliability for the coding procedure, another researcher independently coded six 

interviews transcript, representing about 30 percent of the total amount of data. I adjusted some 

of the coding after comparing the interpretations to eliminate potential biases.    

After compiling these first findings, I conducted two workshops to gather managers’ 

reactions from my coding, as a way to ensure a higher reliability of analysis. Overall, I used 

data triangulation; through the coding double-check for reliability and validation of results from 

managers in two workshops. This analytical process finally resulted in six broad dimensions 

and 10 categories of analysis. Hence, I present this case study and the analysis in more detail in 

the next chapters. 
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4 CASE STUDY  

 

I conducted a case study in a Latin America organization focused on the exploration and 

production of oil and gas. This organization is a leading company in the global oil sector. It also 

has a long tradition and reputation on the development of engineering projects for oil 

exploration and production in ultra-deep-water locations. In 2019, the organization had more 

than 100 operating oil production platforms. Likewise, it was listed as one of the 100 largest 

companies of the world, according to the Global 2000 list of the world´s largest 2000 public 

companies (Forbes, 2020). 

I classified this organization as a High Reliability Organization (HRO), because it 

maintains safe and reliable operations without failures with dramatic consequences for a long 

period, although working on an inherently risk context (Roberts, 1990). Thus, I believe this is 

a suitable case for the purposes of my study, as the company performs its economic activities 

by using offshore floating production units operated by its employees in shifts at the extreme 

and risk context of the platform itself. Due to the particularities of its operations, “Safety” has 

been a cornerstone for its strategy during the last years. 

Particularly, my interest was to explore Safetyco (a pseudonym), a Business Unit (BU) 

established in 2000 that has been responsible for the operation of 13 offshore oil platforms, 

located in deep and ultra-deep-water areas. Safetyco has accounted for approximately 50% of 

the earnings of the company by producing good quality oil for the internal market and for 

exportation. This means that the BU´s strategies have relied on its ability to manage production 

efficiency altogether with safe operations. 

Safetyco has engaged in the implementation of a corporate strategic plan around safety 

to improve performance indicators regarding safety, since 2017. Realizing this strategy 

involved a significant effort of Safetyco managers who planned, designed and implemented a 

local safety program, called “Mindfully”. This program closely linked a range of formal 

practices to commit its personnel with safety procedures to meet the objectives of the corporate 

strategy. The formal practices encompasses: safety-related training to increase the 

qualifications of the personnel; meetings for accident analysis and analysis of safety indicators; 

auditing or monitoring operational work and risks around safety; stimulating safety-related 

reciprocal care; and specific activities for preventing fire. Figure 4 relates those broad themes 

to the specific safety practices that are part of the “Mindfully” program. 
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Figure 4 – “Mindfully” safety program broad themes and related activities. 

 

Source: Author. 
 

Due to the particularities of the company and to issues of safety at oil platforms, I 

grouped the formal practices of the “Mindfully” program into broad themes, in an attempt to 

facilitate understanding. I also demonstrate in Figure 5 an illustration of the Business Unit´s 

onshore and offshore organizational chart related to the execution of the activities designed for 

safety.  
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Figure 5 – Safetyco organizational chart related to safety offshore activities. 

 

Source: Adapted from the company by Author. 
 

This organizational chart specifically represents Safetyco managers who work with oil 

platforms and with offshore personnel. Therefore, these are the managers who are responsible 

for the implementation of all formal practices altogether with operational employees in a daily 

basis.  

Safetyco usually illustrates all formal practices of the “Mindfully” program into the 

representation of a “mandala”, as known by its managers. Figure 6 illustrates this visual display 

of the “Mindfully” program, showing schematically each of the formal practices that I 

mentioned before. 
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Figure 6 – “Mindfully” program mandala and its activities. 

 

Source: Adapted from company documents by Author. 
 

In this program, the human factors related to employees’ practices for safety are 

considered the most important and strategic aspect to reduce operational accidents. This is so 

as its main emphasis is on personal or occupational safety, rather than on process safety. 

“Personal safety hazards affect individuals but have little to do with the processing activity of 

the plant”, such as falls and injuries. In contrast, “process safety hazards are those arising from 

the processing activity in which a plant may be engaged”, such as oil or gas leak that can cause 

explosions (Hopkins, 2009, p. 3).   

The program involves a range of topics, including managerial discourses to collectively 

influence the meaning operational employees create about the formal practices and their actions 

around safety. These safety-related discourses are materialized by the use of standard 

PowerPoint presentations in meetings, by formal conversations, by internal memos, by TV 

displays located in oil platforms as well as in onshore office halls and by events where managers 

recognize the work of employees who use the formal practices for safety. Aspects of managerial 

discourses permeate practically all safety practices of the “Mindfully” program. However, these 

discourses are more representative in three specific practices. First, meetings for managerial 
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accident analysis. Second, stimulating the workforce to take care of each other during work 

shifts, under the label of an initiative named “best friend”. Third, offshore weekend meetings 

for analyzing performance indicators of safety. 

 Meetings for managerial accident analysis (practice number ii, at the mandala) take 

about one-hour and occurs every Friday morning. They involve BU managers and managers 

that make part of the department for Health and Safety (HSE), being responsible for organizing, 

realizing and all other issues related to these meetings. After a first meeting happens, another 

one occurs on Friday afternoons, where BU onshore and offshore managers participate. In 

addition, this same meeting occurs on Saturdays or Sundays, with the involvement of offshore 

leaders and OE that are in the offshore oil platforms. 

All PowerPoint presentations have a standard layout containing a range of topics related 

to safe work and unsafe events that happened in the previous week, including descriptions of 

attitudes of individual workers regarding safety that should, or not, be expected; work-related 

accident performance indicators and graphs, as well as one-page reports about accidents, named 

“preliminary accident alerts”. 

In the first meeting, managers often explain to each employee examples of safe 

behaviors that could represent a “benchmark” that all personnel should follow.  Afterwards, 

they organize voting sessions, disclosing the winner examples on TVs displays located in oil 

platforms as well as in administrative buildings of the BU. During offshore meetings, the winner 

employee publicly receives a verbal compliment from its leader, together with a sticker that he 

or she will put in his or her helmet during the next week. 

Meetings are also the place where managers discuss about preliminary alerts of 

accidents or events of possible accidents that recently happened at offshore oil platforms. These 

alerts contain a brief description of the event, analysis about possible reasons why the event 

occurred, descriptions of what are the procedures to avoid this incident happening again, golden 

rules for avoiding this type of event, and photos simulating the presence of injury or damage to 

people involved. These reports usually raise a number of discussions in the course of meetings 

amongst managers regarding the possible causes for the accidents. Managers classify these 

causes as “states of mind” or “critical errors”. States of mind can refer to things like 

“complacency”, “hurry”, “tiredness”, or “frustration”. In contrast, critical errors are associated 

with “mind out of the duty”, “eyes out of the duty”, “unsafe positioning” or “loss of balance”. 

When managers reach an agreement about their evaluations of causes for the accident, they 

made modifications at the reports and PowerPoint presentations. Later on, managers send these 

documents for other managers and offshore leaders, which will use these materials in 
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subsequent meetings. Figure 7 illustrates the sequencing of the meetings as well as the content 

of PowerPoint presentations. 

 

Figure 7 – “Mindfully” sequencing of meetings and ppt contents 

  

Source: Author. 
 

Most oil platforms of Safetyco apply likewise practices associated with the “best friend 

initiative” (practice number v, at the mandala). Here, each employee working offshore receives 

a physical card to add his or her name, briefly describing himself or herself. Before each work 

shift, employees exchange then their cards with a colleague who works close to him or her. 

Thus, by doing this symbolic procedure, employees signal the commitment with watching over 

safety of each other.  

Moreover, during interviews with managers and operational employees, they often 

mentioned the practice of auditing working actions (practice number iii, at the mandala). 

Managers employ this practice in the oil platforms every day, during 45 minutes. It consists of 

supervising operational employees at work and taking notes about compliance or deviation from 

expected safety practices. When leaders notice cases of deviation, they are oriented to instantly 

interrupt the work of operational employees and talk with them to eliminate deviations that 
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could cause accidents. Managers must register all practices they observe in an information 

system, which is an important source of analysis for the subsequent formal meetings. Alongside, 

managers register all actions of compliance as future candidates of benchmark for personnel 

working offshore.  

Managers and operational employees emerged then as key practitioners that socially 

accomplish these formal practices, enacting them by means of intertwined dynamics related to 

sensemaking, discourses, and action.  
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5 DATA ANALYSIS 

 

5.1 Operational employees and managers’ sensemaking 

 

Operational employees (OEs) and managers’ sensemaking consists of their socially 

constructed understandings and interpretations around safety at oil platforms, particularly 

associated to the formal practices for safety that are inherent to the “Mindfully” program. I will 

present next all data analysis that lead to emergent categories related to this shared sense of 

meaning, from the perspective of both OEs and managers.   

 

5.1.1 Shared meaning of Safety as Management 

 

I begin demonstrating that OEs were continually expressing their understandings when 

they collectively talked about the formal practices for safety and associated them to a training 

process, for example. Personnel with roles associated to Health, Safety and Environment (HSE), 

together with managers, promoted training practices to all employees regarding the “Mindfully” 

program, for more than one year. These personnel likewise usually gave brief explanations and 

training sessions to OEs during offshore embark briefings. In addition, managers used to 

reinforce the concepts related to the “Mindfully” formal practices for safety during weekend 

meetings. Clearly, for OEs, this meant that Safetyco has encouraged safety actions by training 

the entire workforce to be able to actually work enhancing offshore safety: “The Company has 

sought to train the workforce more and, thereby, increase the team's know-how, the level of 

knowledge in safety. This helped and improved the development of offshore activities.” 

(Interviewee 11, operational employee). 

For managers, there is also a collective interpretation that associates training in safety 

as a way to create room for the compliance with the formal practices for safety and therefore to 

create a safe work environment. Their understanding about the importance of training practices 

and explanations about safety in a daily basis were evident when they call this as a “continuous 

exercise” that must be done by everyone onboard. As one manager expressed during an 

interview, “we force a daily exercise of safety, which never hurts. We need to talk about safety 

every day.” Another manager emphasized that a safety culture would not be enough for 

reducing accidents, “you have to be trained. It is with investment and training that you guarantee 

a better result in safety processes.”  
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Another consistent shared meaning co-created by OEs was a belief that they would be 

valued with incentives by the company top managers’ if they work following the expected 

formal practices. It seems that employees valued the managerial recognition for exemplary 

behavior. In situations like these, employees receive a formal compliment by managers during 

weekend meetings with offshore teams. Their “exemplary behavior” start them to be disclosed 

as a benchmark in offshore TV displays, and OEs received a sticker, like a badge, to put on 

their helmet during the week they were praised.  

It was somewhat clear for OEs that managers would reward them if they work 

employing the expected formal practices for safety. Therefore, they expressed a sense of value 

by this kind of practice. Echoing some of the OEs comments that “this recognition encourages 

people to be more proactive with regard to safety”, I see how they value some managerial 

discourses and rewards. To illustrate this shared sense of meaning, one OE revealed that they 

feel very happy, since “it is good to be recognized for the work that is being done” (Interviewee 

17, Operational Employee).  

Moreover, managers’ interviews confirmed the positive interpretation and valuation 

OEs demonstrate regarding a recognition of their safety practices. They described OE’s 

reactions to rewards using terms such as “satisfaction”, “explicit happiness” and “pride of work 

accomplished”, likewise described by OE themselves.   

For some managers, there was also a positive interpretation on rewarding OE’s 

compliance with the expected formal practices for safety. One manager highlighted that this 

represented a change in the program focus, aimed at reducing the emphasis on “what was 

wrong” and starting to value “what is right”. From his point of view, this was the “main topic 

for explain the positive change in safety results”. Interestingly, this manager understands that 

the previous focus of the program was on “what was wrong” and it is evident that this collective 

subjectivity is, however, also linked with another sense developed by managers that indicates 

that OEs sees the “Mindfully” program focusing on their errors and therefore are afraid of being 

punished. I will describe this interpretation further in more details. 

The gratitude with the bunch of formal practices from the “Mindfully” program was 

also observed when OEs sometimes talked about safety procedures and tasks that were 

reinforced during training sessions, managerial meetings, offshore meetings, work audits, 

recognition for safe work, informal meetings, and conversations. For example, one OE 

classified the audit of operational work as an “excellent tool” and in addition suggested that 

“the more auditing is done, the more you can reduce deviations and accident numbers, because 

with the audit you are able to make the employee aware, in a way, of the risks, the dangers of 
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his activity and also anticipate accidents.” (Interviewee 15, Operational Employee). This 

explicitly demonstrates how OEs at least in part followed the formal practices for safety and 

how they made sense of their experience with them. 

In this manner, employees occasionally demonstrated an association of those safety 

practices to a development of a “culture of safety”. When asked to explain how they saw such 

activities, OEs spontaneously referred to the improvement of offshore safety:   

 

The platform has safety technicians, it has this and it has that, but sometimes we see that people 
suffer accidents due to foolishness. The procedures took all this, not only the big questions, but 
also focused on those things that seem to be details, but that could generate - as they did on 
several occasions - very big accidents. (Interviewee 16, Operational Employee) 
 

On the managers’ point of view, I also noticed some shared sense of meaning revealing 

an approval of formal practices for safety. In particular, they valued the practice of accident 

analysis, meetings for managerial accident analysis with a well-defined periodicity, a pre-

arranged presentation structure for the PowerPoints and the information deployment through 

the other levels of the organization. During the interviews, these managers explained how they 

make sense on how important these practices were, as in the following quote: 

 

This was a whole program designed to facilitate and sort of standardize investigations, because 
if you don't have a guide, each one will do it in a way, and often, in our operational routine, if 
you don't have this rule of every three days you have to talk about an event, you end up being 
overwhelmed by the team and the operational problems and you end up not doing it. Talking 
about security, discussing, or investigating unsafe causes must be a mass. It must happen strictly 
within the established deadline. (Interviewee 5, Operations Manager) 
 

Thus, I found evidence that some OEs and managers created over time a shared sense 

of valuing the “Mindfully” program and its management practices, which would be promoting 

the overall safety on offshore oil platforms. This collective interpretation relied on positive 

associations made by OEs and managers about the program and its related formal practices for 

safety. As a result, the first analytical category of analysis that emerged from data is Valuing 

Management Methods. 

Although OEs recognized the importance of “Mindfully” formal practices to the 

achievement of an offshore safety culture, their thoughts and feelings apparently were 

influenced by an understanding that the program was based on a strict control and imposition 

of punishment in the case of deviations. The “human factors” was the general terminology used 

for a broad definition of the main causes of accidents and was a common denomination used 

both by managers and employees, with different interpretations though.  
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OEs seemed to feel that the emphasis on managerial accident analysis was on the 

involved personnel “states of mind”, which created an understanding that this could not be seen 

as a plausible or sufficient explanation. “States of mind” was in most cases related to the terms 

of “complacency”, “eyes out of task” or “mind out of task”, which were presented in accident 

reports, meetings and then widespread in institutional TVs and posters. Some OEs revealed that 

those terms were used in all accident analysis, “like a cliché”, so that the company would be 

able to find a culprit. Clearly, they gave cues to OEs that accident analysis emphasized their 

actions and possible deviation and hence might result in punishment. Many OEs reported fear 

of punishment at work and a tense environment as a reflection of the social context created by 

this association. 

In addition, OEs reported experiencing tensions across the oil platform when there were 

rumors and stories circulating about accidents that occurred nearby them. In this case, all 

investigations made by managers, searching for evidence and interviewing workers to reach 

accident causes, also promoted intersubjective meanings related to the focus on accountability 

and punishment. The following quote is one of many examples of how an OE interpreted the 

possible punishments and their understandings regarding this kind of environment: 

 

I have already followed up some investigations from afar, we hear in the corridor when 
something happens. They collect people's testimonies; I see that it is normally a tense moment. 
The accident itself, regardless of severity, is already a bad thing, so everyone gets tense, from a 
guy cutting a finger or suffering something more serious, due to having an injured employee. 
(...) Of course, the more serious, the more it affects. The investigation, I realize, is somewhat 
tense, regardless of what it is, the person involved is concerned if it will be dismissed, usually 
he will tell the truth, but he is left with that question “will I be sent away, will I have done wrong 
, what did I do, what will happen? (Interviewee 19, Operational Employee) 
 

The practice of investigating and exposing causes of accidents, which are closely related 

to the “human factors”, challenged working relationships between managers and operational 

employees. While OEs respected most of the formal practices for safety, they developed 

interpretations about their vulnerability of being punished. Furthermore, this OEs’ shared sense 

of meaning was most likely to be combined with an understanding that they did not have 

autonomy to improve operational work dynamics using their own experience. OEs created an 

understanding characterized by their “responsibility to do what is written there to be 

accomplished, nothing else different from what is written” (Interviewee 13, Operational 

Employee). The main reasons why OEs indicates such understanding are connected to the top-

down and systematic approach of continuous training on safety practices, meetings for 
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managerial accident analysis, offshore weekend meetings, and other management activities that 

reinforce a safety deviation that occurred due to OEs noncompliance. 

Besides, OEs had an interpretation that managers were always observing and evaluating 

them during their work shifts, something that was continually exerting pressure on them. One 

OE expressed this sense of restriction, describing his thoughts while accomplishing his 

activities: “the guy is in that focus - hey, I can't go wrong- and it ends up happening. He takes 

the idea from one thing to another. I'm here focused and doing an electrical part, but do I have 

the right glove?” 

A quite similar sensemaking created by managers confirm such collective interpretation 

from OEs associating the formal practices for safety to inhibition of worker autonomy and 

punishment. Some managers revealed that while they are on board passing by the operational 

area, they feel observed and notice that all operational work halts:  

 

My dream is to arrive at a platform, arrive at a work front and the team does not stop the work. 
It happens in all platforms that I go. And when that happens it is because we are not yet at the 
ideal point. The guy stops because he's afraid. Because he doesn't have the confidence that what 
he's doing is right. Because if he did, I would be transparent to him there. (Interviewee 1, 
Maintenance Manager) 
 

In this example, expressions like “he is afraid” and “do not have confidence that he is 

doing right” depict managers’ sensemaking regarding OE´s association of most formal practices 

with punishment.  

Notably, this illustrative example shows managers reproducing an interpretation that 

OEs gets tense and associate safety practices to punishment. Some managers believe that is why 

OEs often does not communicate about safety deviations or “does not want to talk about an 

accident that happened”. During the interviews and informal conversations, a number of 

managers gave examples that justify this perception, explaining that, possibly, OEs did not 

report accidents to avoid a negative impact on performance indicators about safety, or even that 

OEs do not explain how they got injured fearing some punishment. 

All this evidence around Inhibiting Autonomy through Punishment emerged as an 

analytical category of OEs’ sensemaking. This category refers to OE´s shared understanding of 

the formal practices as something that was restricting their autonomy of working as well as to 

punishment in case they do not fulfill managerial expectations or, mostly, in case of accidents 

where they are somehow involved.  

An additional emerging shared understanding from both OE´s and managers’ concerns 

an association of the formal practices for safety to bureaucracy, imposed by the “Mindfully” 
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program. While these actors sometimes evaluate all meetings, analysis, and controls as 

“excellent tools” for enhancing safety, they also define them not rarely as a mechanism for 

bureaucracy, based on inflexible practices. From the OE´s point of view, managers usually use 

vague and abstract terms to evaluate the causes of accidents, like a “complacency” as result of 

“states of mind”, or “unsafe positioning” leading to a “critical error”. This shared understanding 

from OEs of safety practices as “bureaucracy” creates a sense that these kinds of analysis are a 

“commonplace”. I illustrate this in the next quote: “sometimes falls into a banality that most 

accidents that we see are categorized as complacency. And then when you see as much 

complacency, you start to doubt if it's right there.” (Interviewee 16, Operational Employee).  

Furthermore, employees that already had the experience of face injuries at work in 

offshore platforms explained how the accident analysis happens, from their point of view, 

expressing the same sense of bureaucracy:  

 

I can speak from my own experience. Once on board, I twisted my foot. They came to ask me 
why I twisted my foot and I explained that I went down a step and when I stepped, I twisted. 
They questioned me if I had the mind off the task, I said no. They questioned whether I put 
myself in the line of fire, as an unsafe positioning, and explained that I was going down from 
one step to the next. I had to go down. What I'm talking about is that it´s very superficial. I don't 
know if I'm being too critical. (Interviewee 18, Operational Employee) 
 

From the managers’ interpretation, while they are recognized by OEs as responsible for 

the bureaucratic practices associated to safety, they also understand a need to “reduce protocol 

activities that end up bringing no results, just paper filling” (Interviewee 7, Oil Asset Manager). 

Just like OEs, various managers interpret that the label of “complacency” as a cause for 

accidents leads to a banalization of the “Mindfully” program. Both managers and OEs notice 

that categorizing “complacency” as a cause for most accidents is a “commonplace”. So they 

question themselves if this practice is right, undermining its importance. A manager described 

this very clearly: 

 

The problem is that sometimes it falls into a trivialization that most accidents that we see are 
categorized as complacency. And then when you start to see a lot of things like complacency, 
you start to doubt whether that is right. So, what is complacency? Complacency is a guy who is 
super well trained and experienced but makes a mistake. Why did he make a mistake? Because 
he has been doing it for so long that he no longer pays attention to what he is doing. There is 
complacency. Okay, it can be. Is the guy paying the price for being experienced? So, in this case 
it is better to be a trainee. Does that make sense? It does not make sense to me. (Interviewee 1, 
Maintenance Manager) 
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This shared meaning also applies to the “Mindfully” practices of “best friend” and 

“valuing expected safety behavior”. Despite of a good evaluation on these practices, in general, 

OEs and managers correspondingly understand that the imposed frequency and 

prearrangements of those representations characterize bureaucracy and inflexibility. For 

example, exchanging “best friend” cards among OEs needs to be done every day, at the same 

time as every week managers were expected to “find” a safe behavior for recognition. 

One OE revealed that he only exchange best friend´s cards when required by his leader 

and as such he did not worry about taking care of his “best friend”, unless he is asked by a 

manager to do so. The imposed practices triggered interpretations of “being more like a role 

that had to be done, but with no associated consequence”. It happens the same about the 

managerial recognition of safety behavior, where employees expressed their thoughts on the 

“obligation of the managers to indicate” a safe work to be rewarded. Consequently, they 

articulated a perception of a weekly “hunt for a person to be recognized”.  

Interestingly, this shared meaning from OEs is very similar to the one that managers 

create. For instance, managers inform that even to praise someone for a safe behavior, there are 

so many evidences to register that they think: “Oh, I don´t want to praise anymore”. Managers 

see the formal practices for safety as being “full of control points” and later perceived as being 

far from what is essential to their expected results, which concerns the people commitment 

around safety. 

It is interesting to notice employees revealing that managers usually only talk about 

safety during formal meetings, or while accomplishing formal practices. As one employee 

argued: “I see leaders talking about safety more in the meetings and to be very honest, I think 

they see it as a bureaucracy that has to be fulfilled, but that is not as effective in front of work. 

They do not keep reminding you of these practices while doing the job.” (Interviewee 18, 

Operational Employee).  

OEs also see operational practices and activities as inflexible and difficult to follow. As 

part of the company strategy for safety, accident analysis usually results in specific 

recommendations to avoid accidents and in some cases lead to a revision of some operational 

procedures. To deal with the complexity of avoiding accidents and at the same time enabling 

activities for oil production, it seems that some practices were adapted in such a way that OEs 

finds it difficult to ensure their effective realization during work. For example, an OE told me 

his consideration about the formal practices for safety: 
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The company is very good at creating rules and asking us not to comply with them, in the sense 
that it creates standards of work that if we follow, we do nothing.(...) we are always finding a 
way to make things happen but are charged to do it in accordance with a standard which is 
practically impossible to be followed. (Interviewee 18, Operational Employee) 
 

From my analysis, I consequently found a shared understanding of the “Mindfully” 

program, both from OEs and managers, around using bureaucratic and inflexible procedures. 

This first part of my data analysis reveals then three main emerging categories about 

how OEs and managers make sense of the formal practices for safety: Using Bureaucratic and 

Inflexible Procedures, Inhibiting Autonomy through Punishment and Valuing Management 

Methods.  It is possible to notice some similarities of these shared understandings, since they 

are somewhat related with managerialism, or a bunch of activities that includes many 

procedures, methods, tasks, controls, rewards and punishment. That is why I grouped these 

analytical categories within a broader dimension labeled Safety as Management (see Figure 8, 

for more examples).  
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Figure 8 – Analysis of shared sense of meaning about Safety as Management. 

 

Source: Author 
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5.1.2 Shared meaning of Safety as Value 

 
A second aggregate dimension of analysis lies in the context in which OEs and managers 

create a collective sense of value around safety, based on the idea that the company top 

managers’, the managers and OEs themselves are truly concerned about developing a safety 

environment of offshore work. Through a close observation of OE´s language, communication, 

and interactions, as well as by the exploratory interviews, it became clear that there are accounts 

of shared understandings that indicates an interpretation around the recognition and a value 

given by the company, managers and all employees for guarantee safety of everyone on board, 

above any other strategic objective. 

A specific meaning created by OEs concerns a recognition of a genuine value the 

company top managers’ give for protecting the health and safety of every employee. This shared 

meaning relies on OEs recognizing that members from the upper echelons of Safetyco value 

their safety work, instead of solely rewarding productivity or oil production performance. This 

seems to be a change in the top managers’ mindset since previous recognitions were mostly 

based on work performance and productivity. OEs gave some examples of situations where 

managers decided to halt oil production, favoring safety and thus reinforcing this shared 

interpretation that safety now became the first priority. One OE revealed that the organization´s 

focus on safety had even influenced on the meaning that he attributed to safety issues in his 

private life: 

 

I am a good rope access supervisor, but if I don't have a safe attitude, I am not good for the 
company. This is one thing that I learned to like. Sometimes, “oh, I'm a good professional”, but 
if I don't follow the safety procedure it doesn't matter. For me, today is something that I really 
liked on the part of the company and that still applies today in our life. (Interviewee 11, 
Operational Employee) 
 

Line managers and middle managers themselves share this same understanding of a 

genuine value around safety, in this case, regarding a new mindset from the top managers. In 

part, this happened because top managers established key performance indicators of safety as 

the most important strategic objectives. Thus, in this case, it seems those managers’ 

interpretations on the value given by the company (represented by top managers) to safety result 

from specific practices, which, in turn, also influence OEs sensemaking.  

I found then an emerging analytical category of analysis concerning OEs and managers’ 

sensemaking. This category is associated with their shared interpretations that the company top 
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managers’ value safety as the most important aspect in oil platforms. I named this category as 

Recognizing the Company's Concern for Safety. 

Underlying this view, other OE´s interpretations connect safety to some intangible and 

more abstract factors, such as trust, culture, formal education, and peoples’ background. For 

example, OEs understand that there is an important heterogeneity of workers’ assimilation of a 

culture around safety, which makes them more or less committed to it. This can lead to different 

local decisions depending on who are the people involved with some specific activities. 

Furthermore, OEs understand that some local decisions leading to accidents could be more 

assertive if they proceed with previous and collective discussions. It would also be possible to 

reduce accidents by increasing and balancing workers’ general culture around safety. OEs 

themselves identify a lack of an overall culture of safety onboard and a lack of knowledge about 

safety issues, rules, procedures and protocols. Hence, they draw on leadership initiatives and 

even initiatives from OEs to develop this safety culture among workers. 

One OE explained the importance of developing a culture of safety on oil platforms. 

According to him, everyone who embarks on an oil platform, “no matter how urgent the service 

is, no matter how late the work is, the first thing a new worker will do is a series of training 

sessions to learn about safety” so that he can “massively receive this culture which is ingrained 

in experienced employees”. Accordingly, OEs appreciate the fact that this is a necessary 

practice, because they associate safety to “culture”. 

OEs also create a shared meaning of safety around building trust with employees with 

whom they have worked together. They manifested worries about outsourced companies, which 

sometimes are working for different offshore units and so hold a high turnover of employees. 

From the point of view of OEs, the work is safer when they can trust in people whom they know 

and whom they have worked together. Workers from outsourced companies have many shifts 

from one oil platform to another. As a result, OEs argue that until they can trust on these new 

employees, “they will have to be closer to them, and will have to talk to them more than they 

do to whom they already know”. This attitude shows their sense of care and protection to others.  

Together with a culture of safety and building trust, an identity work emerged as another 

intangible shared understanding from OEs. Often, OEs perceive their roles of “safety agents” 

as being more important than their previous own work and qualifications. OEs consider 

themselves responsible for their safety and for the safety of others, enacting safety as a 

constitutive part of their operational work. They situate themselves working “with what is 

corrosive, with what is exploding, with what catches fire” and feel responsible for keeping 

“people and facilities intact to continue both our personal life and of the company's business”. 
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My analysis consequently reveals three aspects expressing OEs shared sense of meaning 

around the formal practices for safety from the “Mindfully” program: safety culture, trust and 

safety identity. They represent more abstract and intangible aspects associated to the program, 

which OEs usually see in a favorable light. I grouped then these aspects into a new category of 

analysis, named Valuing Intangible Safety Factors. Hence, this category address collective 

perceptions and interpretations denoting a vision of safety as something linked to more abstract 

and intangible issues, such as trust, culture, formal education and background. 

All together, these two sensemaking aspects, recognizing the company's concern for 

safety and valuing intangible safety factors, relates with an interpretation that it exists an 

intrinsic value around safety, independent of being related to formal practices or to impositions 

from top managers. OEs manifested more often this shared sense of meaning, while sometimes 

it managers also enacted them. Hence, I grouped these analytical categories into an aggregate 

dimension named Safety as Value (see Figure 9, for more details).  
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Figure 9 – Analysis of shared sense of meaning about Safety as Value. 

 

Source: Author 
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5.2 Managerial discourses 

 

Managerial discourses consist of a set of speeches, terms and expressions used by 

managers to mobilize OEs around the importance of accomplishing their work in a safe manner, 

usually in compliance with the formal practices for safety from the “Mindfully” program. 

Hence, in this session, I present the analysis of emerging discourses employed by managers 

through both formal and informal channels.  

 
5.2.1 Relational discourses 

 
I will start revealing the first group of categories that emerged from my analysis, which 

include discourses used by managers to bring OE’s closer, to promote an open environment for 

addressing safety issues as well as to gather information about the topic of safety. 

My empirical findings illustrate how an open work environment was promoted through 

managerial discourses manifested in a simple and clear language, expressions, accident 

simulations, theatrical role-playing, photos and standardized PowerPoint presentations on 

weekly meetings. Among many reasons, managers employed these discourses with the goal of 

integrating OEs from different educational backgrounds. For example, one manager explained 

that there is a great diversity and heterogeneity of knowledge and social-educational between 

operational employees working on oil platforms. Thus, it was important for managers to use 

simple and clear expressions on discourses to promote a unique understanding and vision on 

safety issues as well as on operational work. Managers consequently use different 

communication channels in an attempt to express for OEs a full understanding of what can 

happen about risky situations. 

In this sense, most formal practices from the “Mindfully” program were predominantly 

oriented to a standardized organization and structure of meetings and discourses to build a 

common understanding around safety issues. Managers introduced accident analysis concepts 

in meetings, memos and PowerPoint presentations that classifies, in a simple language, the 

types of OE´s “states of mind” and “critical errors” that could lead to operational accidents:  

  

Talking about safety, discussing, or investigating safety causes has to be like a mass. It has to 
happen strictly within this established deadline, that is, the “Mindfully” meeting that we talk 
about here, every Friday. (…) In the morning, this forum is held and in the afternoon each 
production asset replicates to its platforms what was discussed at the meeting earlier. This 
ensures that everyone is speaking the same language and with the same security footprint. 
(Interviewer 3, Oil Asset Manager) 
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This type of discourse has been a way for managers to promote an open environment 

for addressing safety issues. Managers continually tried to engage workers by promoting and 

stimulating dialogs related to safety issues by discussing with OEs about various ways of 

avoiding accidents. Managers likewise often stimulate informal talks with OEs to reinforce 

everyone's responsibility for safety as well as to create a fellowship environment: 

 

When there is an accident, we put the guy who had an accident in the videoconference, put him 
or on the construction site or on board, talk to the person, ask, what could you have done 
differently, how would you improve it, how would your colleague not have an accident if he 
had to do the same thing as you. (Interviewer 2, Maintenance Manager) 
 

Moreover, knowing that accidents create a tense environment for OEs, managers make 

use of this type of “close discourse” to soften the possible pressure of holding people 

accountable for safety. One manager, for example, explained that he starts meetings of accident 

analysis working out the guidelines of such analysis as being important to avoid new 

occurrences of the same unsafe event, to involve the worker and mitigate its possible discomfort 

on discussing the issue. The key aspect that managers emphasized for OEs, in this case, was the 

importance of understanding what really happened when someone get injured to prevent other 

colleagues from getting hurt in the same way.  

I classified this set of discourses as Fellowship Discourses. Fellowship discourses 

represent managers’ intent for stimulating an open atmosphere to make it the most suitable to 

address safety issues with OEs and thus gathering their compliance with safety practices. There 

are evidence of managers using these discourses during meetings for weekly accident analysis 

and in the course of informal conversations with OEs. In particular, I observed the use of this 

type of discourse in meetings that usually occur right after the event of accidents, or when OEs 

participate in analysis about the possible causes for the accidents they were involved.  

 Additionally, a second analytical category that emerged from my data indicates that 

managers employ discourses to create a greater purpose around the formal practices for safety. 

There was ongoing communication from managers reinforcing that safety have a greater sense 

of importance than any other operational practice and, as such, people's lives and health are the 

main asset of the oil platform. In this sense, this type of discourse privileges the safety of people 

at the expense of operational performance. I found evidence from the interviews that many 

managers used a systematic speech instructing OEs not to do anything if in doubt about their 

safety or about the safety of others:  
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I already told everyone, when in doubt, don't do it. You can call me in doubt, I'm in doubt, don't 
do it. I prefer that you lose half an hour, or an hour of work, than you lose your life, lose a finger, 
lose a limb. When in doubt, don't do it. (Interviewer 1, Maintenance Manager) 
 

To create a greater sense of purpose for OEs on the formal practices for safety, managers 

seek to engage OEs commitment with their work, reinforcing the importance of doing it 

carefully. One manager told me during an interview that while planning daily work with an OE, 

he uses informal language to understand personal issues that could put work in risk and acts 

like a “psychologist” to avoid those risks to occur.  

Likewise, managerial discourses were used to create OE's awareness on the importance 

of caring for each other and, therefore, of bringing a greater purpose about operational safety. 

For example, discourses used for the “best friend initiative” promote a symbolic commitment 

of a worker with another, since every day they exchange a physical card with their names, 

signaling they must take care of each other. Figure 10 illustrates how this practice of sharing a 

card is communicated through a formal channel and a physical material, named “best friend 

card”. 

 

Figure 10 – Shared care discourse represented by “best friend” card 

 

Source: Company internal documents. 
 

Other examples of discourse used by managers to reinforce a greater purpose around 

formal safety practices refer to valuing OEs expected safety behavior. Here, the emphasis is on 

communicating through both formal (e.g. managerial meetings and certificates of recognition) 

and informal channels (offshore weekend meetings and informal conversations). Such 
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discourses value teams at oil platforms with lower accident rates or with better safety practices. 

A manager described that, during leaders’ audit of operational work, whenever they identify 

good operational or safety practices, they register and submit it for evaluation on the weekly 

meeting for managerial accident analysis. As soon as leaders identify an exemplary practice, 

the OE responsible for it gets a formal recognition, which is communicated through internal 

memos and by means of a certificate. At the same time, managers openly mention the valued 

workers on weekend meetings and stimulate them to share with colleagues their good 

experience and practice for safety. 

The certificates given to OEs confirm the managers’ intention of creating an overall 

greater sense of purpose and of commitment on safety issues. I illustrate one example of a 

certificate in Figure 11: 

 

Figure 11 – Valued behavior paper certificate example 

 

Source: Company internal documents. 
 

I believe this is an emblematic illustrative example, for two reasons. First, by organizing 

material objects with personnel photos, a positive logo and an informal language representing 

some ´excellent and proactive commitment to safety´, this discourse reproduce managers’ 

intention of looking informal and close to OEs.  Second, the introduction of a certificate, 

together with the text “we recognize and value the services provided by the employee”, 

legitimates this artefact as a channel spreading a formal discourse of an institutional recognition.  

I classified this second group of discourses as an analytical category named Creating 

Purpose on Safety Activities. These discourses refer to managers’ intention of establishing 

stronger feelings between OEs on the importance of safety issues in oil offshore platforms 
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through co-operative working relationships. I mostly evidenced the usage of this discourse in 

the context of informal talks between managers and OEs, through the “best friend” initiative 

and in the course of a positive recognition of some safety behaviors. 

Moving my analysis to a higher level of abstraction, I grouped these categories of 

fellowship discourses and creating purpose for safety practices into an aggregate dimension of 

analysis, named Relational Discourses.  This dimension refers to an emphasis toward the social, 

quasi-familial relationships that managers aim to create with employees. Managers use this type 

of discourses to create positive relations with OEs and to influence them towards an 

enhancement of their identity as workers worried about safety. By using a friendly language 

and expressions trying to create purpose on safety for employees, managers use such discourse 

to influence OEs collective sense on the value of working in compliance with the expected 

formal practices for safety. Thus, at Figure 12, I illustrate these managerial discourses, as 

expressed by the emerging first-order analytical categories and the aggregate dimension of 

analysis. 
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Figure 12 – Analysis of managerial discourses that emerged as Relational 

 
Source: Author.
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5.2.2 Instrumental discourses 

 

In contrast with the analytical categories about discourses of fellowship and creating 

purpose around safety, which focus mostly on friendly and informal communication and 

interactions between managers and OEs, other types of discourses emerged from my analysis. 

Particularly, I found a different dimension of discourses where managers communicate with 

OEs referring to formal organizational structures, as well as to assess or even to control the 

OE´s compliance on safety practices. Thus, I identified two additional categories of discourses: 

Reinforcing Hierarchy and Searching Culprits and Safety Deviations. 

Discourses of reinforcing hierarchy are used to make explicit the roles, responsibilities, 

attributions and authorities related to the organizational structure around the “Mindfully” 

program and its formal practices for safety. Managers usually use these discourses to make OEs 

accomplish all safety practices by respecting the authority and the hierarchy on oil platforms.  

I noticed over my analysis evidence about the importance of hierarchy-related 

discourses. Managers conduct almost all meetings related to safety issues, and they often 

explain to workers about the expected practices for safety and procedures that must be 

accomplished, making clear that OEs compliance will be frequently monitored through audits. 

After the weekly meetings for accident analysis that are made by onshore managers, offshore 

managers receive internal memos enclosing PowerPoint presentations related to recent 

accidents, together with the performance of safety indicators. As so, there is an expectation that 

offshore managers will replicate this same discourse cascade-down, when conducting their 

weekend meetings and fulfilling the reports.  

This discursive approach employed in a top-down fashion was very common. Managers 

developed a systematic discourse that emphasizes the importance of operational safety, 

focusing on the company strategy and speeches from the CEO that expresses a need for 

alignment in all organizational levels.   

 

What is the company's strategy regarding security? Zero accidents and our top metric is an 
allowable limit, which is associated with the Recordable Accident Rate. This is clearly defined 
in the company's strategy. (...) So I have to, in any way, reinforce this for the team, reinforce 
this for my team, the importance of corporate strategy and corporate programs. (Interviewer 7, 
Oil Asset Manager) 
 

Analyzing PowerPoint presentations and data from multiple interviews, I also found 

evidence on a complementary kind of discourse used by managers, associated to searching 

culprit and safety deviations. This analytical category mostly emerged from judgments 
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managers usually made about workers´ actions, together with a special managerial attention on 

the causes for accidents. 

Managers control meetings for weekly accident analysis emphasizing “human factors” 

as the main cause for accidents. Moreover, most interviewed managers employed a connected 

set of statements related to the workers’ state of mind and critical errors that can cause accidents 

or unsafe environments. Whenever an accident happens, managers obligatorily have three days 

to elaborate a “preliminary safety alert” (illustrated in Figure 13). After that, managers present 

and discuss about this alert during meetings for accident analysis and then divulgate the alert 

for all offshore employees. 

 

Figure 13 – Safety preliminary alert example 

 

Source: Company managerial accident analysis presentation. 
 

In other words, preliminary concepts and expressions of “state of mind” and “critical 

errors” can be seen as an example of managerial discourses that seems to be constantly 

searching culprit and safety deviations from OEs. As a formal practice related to safety 

deviations or accident analysis, the causes of all those events usually are analyzed solely by 

identifying which employee “state of mind” was present for the event to happen and what 
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“critical error” this employee incurred so as to have this unexpected unsafe event. I found some 

accident analysis alerts that indicated those “state of mind” fields as “NA” or “Not Applicable”, 

which seemed to happen whenever the cause of the event was more related to the company 

organizational structure, or even to managerial processes that were not executed onshore, such 

as an engineering project failure. 

The juxtaposition of discourses about reinforcing hierarchy and searching culprit and 

safety deviations constitute then a second dimension of discourses that emerged from my 

analysis, named Instrumental Discourses. The notion of instrumental refers to the usage of 

managerial discourses to achieve desired goals (Suominen & Mantere, 2010). Instrumental 

discourses conceive expressions and concepts formally established for managers in their daily 

practices. Managers systematically use these discourses in formal meetings and memos, 

particularly the ones referring to accident analysis. 

The following Figure 14 presents a summary of quotes, categories and dimensions of 

this session: 
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Figure 14 – Analysis of managerial discourses that emerged as Instrumental 

 

Source: Author.
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5.3 Operational employees’ actions 

 

Operational employees’ actions represent their movements and set of activities that 

result from enacted interpretations they socially create from the formal practices for safety.  

In this session, I present all analysis from interview data that indicated actions and 

describe the two broad emerging dimensions about OEs’ actions regarding safety.  

 

5.3.1 Actions of compliance 

 

Many OEs manifested actions that demonstrate their compliance to the formal practices 

for safety promoted by the “Mindfully” program. In different circumstances, their actions 

reflect an intention of protecting others from unsafe conditions. There are examples of OEs 

acting to protect others by appropriating some discourses around safety reproduced by 

managers, such as the ones of the “best friend” initiative. Some employees explained that, 

before the existence of the program, they felt uncomfortable approaching other teams to argue 

about safety issues, as if the others would think that “he is acting like the boss and getting into 

the work of the other teams”. For instance, one employee described that “I was doing a job, the 

guy went to the area that I was working in and that was isolated, so I used the speech of ‘not 

passing in an isolated area’. We already use that term. I'm using the power that I have from a 

best friend. And we could solve it.” (Interviewee 12, Operational Employee). This example 

shows how an employee acted to protect one colleague from harm using expressions and a 

legitimate power stemming from the formal practices for safety.  

 Additionally, some OEs purposefully created, for their own teams, safety practices that 

are complementary to the ones that were formally imposed by managers. An example from one 

OE sums up a case where the compliance to the safety strategy goes further than simple 

accomplishing formal procedures. This OE made an adaptation of the “best-friend card”, asking 

for colleagues from his team to add information regarding operational training they have taken, 

as s signal for those employees who could, or not, accomplish some complex and dangerous 

work:  

 

The “best friend” card must be on the chest, with the name of the colleague. What did I do? I 
made a card, with the employee here, with his photo, and with the specific courses he took, such 
as regulatory standard courses number 33, 34, 35, cutting stroke, pistol stroke and with 
expiration dates. What happens, I can’t take an employee and say, “let’s make a cut” if he is not 
prepared or if his course has expired. Those trainings that are mandatory, everyone has. But 
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some others, not everyone has, and we all have to pay attention to that. (Interviewee 15, 
Operational Employee) 
  

Similarly, other safety-related actions practiced or suggested by OEs themselves 

emerged from my analysis. These include actions through which employees seek to 

demonstrate to their colleagues, in a visible and concrete manner, any situations that potentially 

could generate risks to the safety of all. 

This kind of practice can be denominated as “making risks visible”. Among other 

contexts, “making risks visible” happens during daily offshore meetings, when OEs 

occasionally suggest an inclusion of themes or videos to strengthen the overall knowledge of 

all about complex or critical operations. One OE explained that, when he and his colleagues are 

expected to do a high-risk procedure, called “hydrostatic test”, he voluntarily promoted a 

meeting with his team to watch a video explaining cautions that must be taken during this 

procedure, together with another video detailing a big accident in China. As he explained, this 

kind of test inserts high-pressure liquid in a pipe to identify leaks, so it is a risky procedure. 

“The video showed that the person nearby was in an accident because he was in the wrong 

place. So, there is a place to stay, you have to isolate the area and only those who are involved 

must stay.” (Interviewee 15, Operational Employee). 

I also observed the notion of safety in many everyday activities. OEs sometimes gave 

me descriptions about their thoughts while performing operational tasks. In particular, they 

revealed that before executing a task, they question themselves about checking for safety.  Some 

examples of this self-analysis are represented by questions like “am I doing this correctly?”, 

“can I open this valve now, without impacting anything?”, or “do I need to inform my control 

room that I will do a certain action and that it will impact another process?”. 

Overall, these evidences allowed me to elaborate a theoretical dimension that I named 

as Actions of Compliance, representing compliant actions enacted by OEs as a response from 

their cycles of interpretations on safety practices introduced by managers.  
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Figure 15 – Illustrative quotes associated to Actions of Compliance 

 

Source: Author.
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5.3.2 Actions of resistance 

 

My analysis also reveal OEs manifesting some actions related to hiding information 

about safety deviations or accidents, protecting themselves or their colleagues from possible 

punishment from managers. Managers themselves emphasized that, in many occasions, some 

information provided by OEs that were involved in accidents did not match to its probable 

causes and consequences. For example, during an accident investigation, one OE reported about 

his positioning while accomplishing a task, concerning tools he was using, or even concerning 

how he used these tools. This OE create a story that was unconvincing for managers, because, 

at that time, the managers already had evidence proving other facts. Subsequently, managers 

requested an accident simulation to complete the investigation, and thereafter the OE changed 

his first narrative, adding relevant information about the event that confirmed the previous 

conclusions managers made about the facts. The following is an example of this OE action of 

hiding information, as noticed by a manager: 

 

He bumped his shoulder in a tube, and we ask how did you bump your shoulder in the tube, 
where were you, what did you do? He can't, we can't understand, the mechanics can't show him 
hitting his shoulder like that on the tube. For you to hit the shoulder like that, you can't have 
done this movement that you explained, you have to do another movement. The guy is nervous, 
the guy no longer has the capacity to express himself, he has his limitations, he has his supervisor 
there, and then we start by saying that it is not a witch hunt, it is to try to understand what the 
accident was so that other colleagues do not have the same problem, many are afraid of being 
sent away, understand? (Interviewee 1, Maintenance Manager) 
 

 This illustrative quotation also demonstrates how OEs sense of being afraid to be 

punished reflects in the action of “hiding information”. The manager noticed this when he 

mentioned that “many are afraid of being sent away” as a justification for OEs not properly 

explain the accident. The personnel involved in accidents or in unsafe situations have a central 

role in helping the analysis of the main facts and causes. However, when asked to explain the 

process for accident investigation, not rare, managers gave examples of vague and highly 

inconsistent narratives, associating it to an interpretation of punishment that was actually 

constructed by OEs. 

There is also an emphasis on OEs’ actions expressing their intention to absolve 

themselves, or their teams, from responsibilities for unsafe events, while, at the same time, 

blaming other OEs. This means that OEs possibly hide, change or manipulate information in 

some situations. For example, one manager described a dispute between two maintenance teams 

during a meeting for accident analysis. He explained there were two versions about the causes 
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for an accident where a worker got hurt when dismantling a scaffold: “I remember noticing 

them passing the buck to one another.” (Interviewee 4, Operations Manager). One version 

described the cause as associated with a worker that passed under the scaffold at the same 

moment the other worker was dismantling it, whereas the other version explained that no one 

passed by and that he was the only responsible for the injury. 

Another manager explained that sometimes managers only understand how an accident 

happened when the team disembarks and talks to other people. For instance, this manager told 

me about an accident that occurred when an OE was using a screwdriver and got injured. During 

the accident investigation, the OE did not explained clearly how the event happened. However, 

when the team disembarked, his colleague told to the coordinator that he did not tighten the 

screwdriver when he should, but he actually opened the screw, which came up against him and 

caused the accident. However, in this case, the OE who admit the truth did not want anyone to 

know, because he did not want to blame his colleague, or even being recognized as a traitor.  

While managers described actions and narratives of OEs that tended to omit information 

about accidents, OEs also revealed situations where they had concealed the fact that they were 

not doing safety-related practices as expected by the managers. It was very common in my 

analysis to find OEs reporting that they only exchanged the “best friend card” when requested 

in a formal basis, although many of them expressed and exemplified informal practices of 

protecting others. Thus, while they manifested actions of compliance to safety practices, this 

happens mostly whenever a manager was nearby. 

I henceforth found two kinds of situations that somehow represent actions of resistance 

displayed by OEs. First, situations when workers hide, or limit information. Second, situations 

when OEs concealed the fact that they were not doing a practice as expected by managers. This 

allowed me to create an analytical dimension named Actions of Resistance, which reflects 

occurrences where OEs sneakily resist to the formal practices underlying the “Mindfully” 

program. I confirmed my observations and interpretations about such actions of resistance in 

both OE’s and managers’ interviews. Many OEs’ demonstrated an intention to comply with the 

formal practices for safety only when managers where observing or monitoring. Likewise, 

managers gave me numerous examples of accident investigations with evidence of OEs hiding 

relevant information. The following Figure 16 illustrates then my analysis that lead do this 

emerging dimension. 
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Figure 16 – Illustrative quotes associated to Actions of Resistance 

 
Source: Author.



 

 

5.4 Connecting the dots: interactions of sensemaking, discourse and actions 

 
The results of my analysis permit me to infer about a continuous interplay involving 

sensemaking, discourses and action, happening in the context of a High Reliability 

Organizational. Managers’ shared senses of meaning regarding safety are somewhat a result of 

the formal practices proposed by the company top managers, but also a reflection of OEs 

actions. Managers reproduce these meanings through their instrumental and relational 

discourses, which conversely triggers OEs’ frames of understanding, associating safety not only 

as management, but also as value. As a result, OEs sensemaking fosters their (re) actions of 

compliance or resistance around safety. 

This complex dynamic represents a continuous virtuous and vicious cycle, which 

involves the construction and reproduction of meanings, discourses, and actions by managers 

and OEs working in oil and gas offshore production platforms (Figure 17).  

 

Figure 17 – An integrative model of a virtuous and vicious cycle around sensemaking, discourse 

and action on oil platforms 

   

Source: Author. 
 

The integrative model presented in Figure 17 summarizes my findings, elucidating how 

operational employees’ sensemaking around the practices for safety influence their actions of 
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compliance and actions of resistance. At the same time, OEs´ actions, altogether with the 

messages sent by the top managers, reinforce managers’ sensemaking mostly related to safety 

as management. Managers’ sensemaking in turn translates into their relational and instrumental 

discourses, which reflects in OEs senses of safety as management and of safety as value. 

Moreover, the whole cycle restarts. The model also shows the influence of the formal practices 

for safety from the “Mindfully” program on the creation of meaning of both organizational 

actors. Accordingly, this is also an input for the mentioned continuous cycle.  
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6 DISCUSSION 

 

My findings can orient future investigations for extreme context research (ECR) as well 

as to management and organization studies (MOS). High Reliability Organizations (HRO) face 

daily activities in fragile environments with potential exposure to events that cause danger to 

its operations and to large populations (Hallgren, Rouleau & de Rond, 2018). For this particular 

context, my results suggest that OEs’ actions of compliance or resistance rely on their collective 

interpretations about formal practices for safety and about managerial discourses. I henceforth 

reveal the significance of sensemaking, discourses and actions to organizations, managers and 

employees operating in risky environments. 

My research likewise potentially contributes for the strategy as practice stream of 

research that is oriented to investigations concerning sensemaking (eg., Gioia and Chittipeddi, 

1991, Balogun and Johnson, 2005). The Safetyco case study provides complementary empirical 

evidence of complex sensemaking dynamics, demonstrating examples of meanings created by 

managers and operational employees (what), the reason why they create these meanings, how 

they reproduce these meanings (discourses), together with what effects this all have for 

operational employees (OEs actions).  

Discourse and sensemaking emerged here as interwoven and reciprocal aspects. This 

reinforce the notion that discourses materialize socially constructed meanings (Weick, Sutcliffe 

& Obstfeld, 2005); guiding employees’ shared senses about their reality (Nicholson & 

Anderson, 2005). However, this study goes beyond conventional conceptualizations that 

attribute discourses as a means to give others’ sense of reality, and so sparking sensemaking 

(e.g., Maitlis & Lawrence, 2003, Nicholson & Anderson, 2005). It conversely suggests that 

discourses could translate managers’ own constructions of reality, since managers would 

materialize meanings through their discourse (Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005, Guiette & 

Vandenbempt, 2017). This research therefore acknowledges how managers create and 

reproduce their shared meanings. Likewise, it reinforces the social context for enacting 

managerial discourses, which, in this case study, were associated with managers’ shared sense 

of meaning about employees’ actions. Managerial discourses therefore simultaneously 

influence and are influenced by OEs’ actions.  

Guiette and Vandenbempt (2017) argue that managerialism is an essential aspect 

situated in managers’ discourse for promoting organizational change. “Managerialism” means 

an understanding of managers as a distinct group of organizational actors who have a superior 

knowledge and authority. In addition, managerialism reinforces the belief that managers act in 
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a planned and rational way, by using prescriptions and “best practices”. I observed in the present 

study that safety as management was a shared sense of meaning reproduced by managers over 

their instrumental discourses to reinforce the formal practices for safety. Hence, these 

interpretations and understandings can be a source of managerialism that managers discursively 

enact. 

My results also confirm the usage of managerial discourses as a deliberate and 

intentional tactic for influence (e.g., Laine & Vaara, 2007), as managers use their relational 

and instrumental discourses, as derived from their safety as management sense of meaning, to 

attempt to mobilize operational employees for safety. Sometimes though, managers enact these 

discourses in an intuitive and automatic manner. This “taken for granted” attitude can partially 

reflect managers’ established dominance and power towards operational employees. 

I additionally provide evidence that action and meaning creation are constitutive 

interlinked elements of sensemaking processes (eg., Weick, 1995, Orton, 2000, Weick & 

Sutcliffe, 2003). As Thomas, Clark and Gioia (1993) have proved, I demonstrate an interlink 

around interpretation and action stemming from sensemaking. Although their study includes 

the scanning process of sensemaking as well as analyses about the consequences of 

sensemaking to the organizational performance, both studies (theirs and mine) specify links 

between sensemaking and response actions, providing insights into sensemaking processes that 

contribute to positive or negative outcomes.   

Particularly in respect to employees’ actions, my evidences suggest the existence of 

specific interpretations and meanings, which creates scope for expected and non-expected 

outcomes of safety on offshore oil platforms. Despite the employees’ compliance with most of 

the formal practices for safety, it was clear that employees sometimes responded with resistance 

to those practices. Overall, my findings demonstrate the emergence of resistance actions that 

seemed to be closely linked with a shared meaning of safety as management, or even 

punishment, kinds of interpretations that relies on the instrumental discourses mobilized by 

managers. Thus, I provide complementary evidence about both expected and non-expected 

outcomes from sensemaking dynamics (e.g., Balogun & Johnson, 2005).  

Finally, the present study reinforces the role of discourses and actions as sensemaking 

triggers (e.g., Christianson & Maitlis, 2014). This was also shown in the recent study from 

Weiser (2020), that examined the influence of discourses and substantive actions to employees 

sensemaking, facilitating their engagement for a strategic change initiative. Complementing 

Weiser´s (2020) research, the present study investigates the day-to-day micro-practices of 

organizational actors that influence their sensemaking for safety, such as discourses and actions.  
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I can also infer about some practical implications from my study. First, this analysis 

illustrates the importance of managerial discourse, written or spoken, as influential for 

interpretations and understandings employees create about top management initiatives, with 

subsequent effects for employees’ actions. Managers should not underestimate the role of 

discourse as a mere form of communication. Instead, they have to be sensible about discourses 

for effectively drive organizational change. Second, managers’ discourses reflect their own 

sensemaking regarding institutional practices. My integrative model (see Figure 17) suggests 

that managers’ shared senses of meaning are created while they experience institutional 

practices in a daily-bases and interpret employees’ actions that comply or not with top 

management expectations. Hence, the enactment of institutional practices goes beyond the top-

down approach that organizations traditionally employ.  
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7 CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

In this research, I conducted an in-depth and exploratory case study at Safetyco, an oil 

and gas offshore production Business Unit of a leading oil and gas company that operates in 

Latin America. My goal was to analyse the interplay around sensemaking, discourse and action 

enacted by managers and operational employees (OEs) about formal practices for safety, which 

the top management team proposed and implemented in a top-down fashion. My main 

theoretical foundation was Strategy-as-Practice (SAP) research (e.g. Whittington, 2006, 

Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009, Vaara & Whittington, 2012), with a particular focus on 

sensemaking, stemming from both the classical work of Weick (1995) as well as from more 

recent investigations developed by multiple scholars (e.g. Thomas, Clark & Gioia, 1993, Orton, 

2000, Weick & Sutcliffe, 2003). At the same time, I was dedicated to “unboxing” the reality of 

a High Reliability Organization – HRO (e.g., Roberts, 1990, Roberts & Bea, 2001, Hallgren, 

Rouleau & de Rond, 2018), with a close attention to Extreme Context Research (Hallgren, 

Rouleau & de Rond, 2018). The case study therefore outlines dynamics in a HRO through 

which socially constructed understandings and interpretations from managers and OEs are 

created by means of their discourses and actions, which in turn recursively reinforce those 

shared senses of meaning.  

First, I demonstrate how managers and operational employees (OEs) socially construct 

their understandings around formal practices that were part of broader corporate program for 

safety, proposed by the Business Unit top management team, and named as “Mindfully”. Both 

groups of organizational actors (OEs and managers) jointly created a collective interpretation 

that those formal practices for safety were using bureaucratic and inflexible procedures, 

inhibiting autonomy through punishment and valuing management methods. These senses of 

meaning had in common a view of safety as management, which means that practices for safety 

proposed by the management team were encompassing mostly predefined procedures, methods, 

tasks, controls, rewards and punishment. 

On the other hand, I identified different meanings, especially from OEs, concerning 

valuing intangible safety factors. In this respect, I observed their sensemaking evolving worries 

in protecting others from harm, respecting a culture of safety, along with their social, 

intellectual and educational background as inputs for taking care of each other during work 

shifts. OEs and managers, at some point, in addition were recognizing the company's concern 

for safety, since the top management team of the company was usually prioritizing taking care 

of its employees, rather than operational performance. Consequently, these sensemaking 
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elements commonly express OEs´ collective interpretations that the formal practices proposed 

by the management team meant safety as value. 

Second, I showed how these interpretations interconnect with managerial discourses 

mobilized to influence OEs around the importance of adopting the formal practices for safety. 

Their emerging discourses were in part relational since they were based on aspects like 

fellowship and creating purpose as a way for developing a friendly and informal dialogue 

towards OEs. On the contrary, I also found discourses that were more instrumental, mostly 

connected with the reinforcement of authority and control. Laine and Vaara (2007) define 

instrumental as a category of discourse that legitimates managerial initiatives. In the present 

study, mangers used such kind of discourse as a way for reinforcing hierarchy and searching 

culprits and safety deviations.  

Third, I clarified how operational employees manifest both actions of compliance and 

actions of resistance around the formal practices for safety. Actions of compliance were evident 

when OEs were protecting others from harm and making risks visible by using videos to explain 

activities that their colleagues should perform, for example. Before executing a task, OEs 

sometimes demonstrated compliance with the formal practices by questioning themselves about 

safety procedures, such as the use of correct protection clothes and instruments. In situations 

like these, OEs sensemaking possibly involves an interesting mixture of safety as management 

and safety as value. However, when acting with resistance, OEs frequently hide information 

about safety deviations or accidents, as an attempt to absolve themselves, or their teams, from 

responsibilities to possible accidents and, consequently, punishments. Again, these situations 

may perhaps indicate that OEs’ actions of resistance are likely to be a reflection of instrumental 

discourses used by managers, as well as their shared senses of meaning around the formal 

practices associated to safety as management. 

This study sheds light to safety under the extreme context of offshore oil platforms, 

exploring the interplay around sensemaking, discourse and action. In particular, my emerging 

model outlines vicious and virtuous cycles in which sensemaking dynamics are constantly 

enacted at the intersection with discourses and actions. 

However, this study also has some limitations. First, the nature of my analysis does not 

allow me to infer about causal relationships among managerial discourses and OEs actions, for 

example. Second, since the early 2020, due to the issues around COVID-19, I had to conduct 

some interviews by videoconference or by phone, which potentially limited my observations 

regarding non-verbal communications and other important evidence. Third, some of the 
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interviewees were not working for Safetyco anymore at the time of the interview, so they had 

to think retrospectively about the situations they face on oil platforms.  

Future research could possibly observe in more details this interplay around 

sensemaking, discourse and action in different contexts, since a HRO is a particular site and 

commonly provide a “unique platform for the study of hard-to-get-at organizational 

phenomena” (Hallgren, Rouleau & de Rond, 2018, p.112). At the same time, future studies can 

explore this dynamic beyond the organization “walls”, incorporating actors who do the work of 

strategy in interorganizational settings, like strategic groups, regulatory agencies, as well as 

partnerships or alliances.   
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